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ABSTRACT

The aqueous stability of N -acyl-L-homoserine lactones,
their affinity for cyclodextrin inclusion,

and the investigation of a catalyst for their hydrolysis
by

Eric William Ziegler
Major Advisor: Alan B. Brown, Ph.D.

Many bacteria demonstrate population-density dependent gene expression,

a phenomenon known as quorum sensing, to regulate phenotypes that, if expressed

by an individual bacterium, would be ineffective. While some of these phenotypes

are innocuous (e.g., exhibiting bioluminescence), certain bacteria employ quorum

sensing regulated phenotypes in their pathogenesis. Traditionally, infections by

these pathogens have been treated with antibiotic therapies. However, with the

emergence of multidrug resistant strains, alternative strategies are being consid-

ered for attenuation of quorum sensing regulated traits that do not apply selective

pressures. Macrocycles — in particular the cyclodextrins — that are capable of

forming inclusion complexes with Gram-negative quorum sensing signal molecules

(N -acyl-L-homoserine lactones, AHLs), which ultimately regulate phenotype ex-

pression have been investigated for their anti-quorum sensing capabilities; however,

the conditions employed in numerous such assays with respect to pH have been

suspect. In this work, we monitored the hydrolysis kinetics of AHLs at differ-

ent pHs using 1H-NMR to evaluate previous AHL-centric studies, defining condi-

tions under which the signal molecules can be confidently studied. Then, using

AHL analogues, we evaluated how the hydrolysis of AHLs affects their affinity

for macrocycle-inclusion. Having found that AHLs are preferentially bound by

β-cyclodextrin over their hydrolyzed forms, we evaluated a known ester hydroly-

sis catalyst for activity against AHLs in hopes that it could be appended to the
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macrocycle, generating an artificial lactonase. While our pursuit was unsuccessful

in that our candidate catalyst did not successfully accelerate AHL hydrolysis, we

remain confident that a chemical species capable of independently hydrolyzing lac-

tones under aqueous conditions exists, can be appended to cyclodextrin, and serve

as an artificial lactonase to better quench quorum sensing regulated phenotypes

and be used to improve outcomes of organisms adversely affected by them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Fifty years ago, researchers Kenneth Nealson, Terry Platt, and J. Woodward Hast-

ings published the foundational manuscript on population density-dependent gene

expression, now known as quorum sensing (QS)1. In that work, which focused on

quorum sensing behavior in the context of Vibrio fischeri bioluminescence, Neal-

son et al. broke from a long-standing paradigm in biology—that bacteria were

unicellular organisms that operated in isolation—and, in its place, suggested that

particular bacteria could, given certain provisions, operate en masse through the

synthesis, transmission, and perception of a chemical agent (i.e., a pheromone),

specifically changing their gene expression (i.e., phenotype) when pheromone con-

centration exceeded some critical threshold. Since then, the molecular structure

of the V. fischeri pheromone2, the genetic components that regulate its synthesis

and perception3,4, its biosynthetic pathway5, and the specific mechanism wherein

it induces bioluminescence have been elucidated6–9. Though this phenomenon was

first observed in V. fischeri, shortly after Nealson’s manuscript was published, oth-

ers started reporting population density-dependent behaviors in different bacteria

1



Figure 1.1: Molecular structures of bacterial and eukaryotic quorum sensing au-
toinducers.

and teasing out the associated molecular mechanisms. Notably from that body

of work, quorum sensing was neither specific to Gram-negative bacteria (e.g., V.

fischeri) nor was it governed by a single pheromone. Classes of QS-pheromones

emerged, each defining a specific type of QS-system. A considerable number of

QS-systems are known today (Figure 1.1).10–15 This dissertation focuses on only

one of these classes: the predominant QS-system of Gram-negative bacteria, which

is regulated by N -acyl-L-homoserine lactones (AHLs).
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1.1 AHL-mediated Quorum Sensing (QS)

Cartooned in Figure 1.2, the AHL-mediated QS-circuit “begins” with the produc-

tion of AHL by its synthase from S -adenosyl methionine (SAM) and an acyl carrier

protein (ACP) at a basal rate.5,16 Respectively, these precursors “map” to the γ-

butyrolactone core that is universal to all AHLs and the acyl tail that, through its

variable chain length and β-position oxidation state, encodes signal/species speci-

ficity. Throughout this dissertation and in spite of an international, universalized

system of nomenclature (i.e., IUPAC), native AHLs will be designated by acyl

synthase

receptor

receptor

receptor

receptor

receptorreceptor

receptorreceptorDNA

new
phenotype

1

2

3

5

4

6
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1

2

3

4
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Diffusion out of cell 
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O

H
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C4 -H -CH3 4
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QUORUM SENSING
CIRCUIT LAYOUT 

Figure 1.2: Cartoon of the AHL-mediated quorum sensing circuit outlining the req-
uisite steps to induce phenotypic changes. Notably, each step presents a potential
intervention or modulation point should system perturbation be of interest.
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chain length and β-position oxidation state. For example, an AHL whose acyl tail

is six carbons long is designated C6; if the β-position were an alcohol(-CHOH-),

3-hydroxy-C6; and, if it were a ketone (-CO-), 3-oxo-C6. More examples of

nomenclature can be found in Figure 1.2.

Once synthesized, AHLs diffuse or, where genetically encoded, are actively

transported out of the bacterial cell along a concentration gradient and into the

extracellular environment, where they accumulate. However, upon exceeding a

critical concentration threshold in the extracellular space, AHLs back-diffuse into

the bacterial cytoplasm and are detected by their cognate receptors through both

highly conserved molecular recognition interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonds) that, in

part, define AHL-mediated QS, as well as interactions that are AHL-specific (e.g.

O
O

N

O

O

O
H

Tyr (Y)

N
H

H O

O

Trp (W)

Asp (D)

Figure 1.3: Cartooned interactions of AHLs with cognate receptor proteins. The
hydrogen bonding interactions (red) are highly conserved across all LuxR-type
proteins and are a defining feature of AHL-mediated quorum sensing. The acyl
tail, meanwhile, participates in signal-specific interactions with amino acid residues
within the receptor protein binding pocket.
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van der Waals interactions within the receptor’s hydrophobic binding pocket).6,9

Explicitly, and as determined by site-directed metagenesis, x-ray crystallography,

and protein homology studies, AHLs form hydrogen bonds from the lactone car-

bonyl oxygen, amide oxygen, and amide hydrogen to amino acid residues that are

conserved in LuxR-type proteins, as shown in Figure 1.3.6,9

Formation of the {AHL:Receptor} complex, while a necessary step towards the

desired phenotypic change, is highly destabilizing. AHL binding induces a con-

formational change in the receptor protein that exposes 2200 Å2 of hydrophobic

amino acid residues to the aqueous cytoplasmic environment, incurring a signifi-

cant energetic penalty.9 However, if two {AHL:Receptor} complexes are present

and in close proximity, they can dimerize, stabilizing each the other by burying

the exposed residues. The phenotypic change ultimately comes as the result of

the dimer associating to a promoter region of the bacterial DNA that, in turn,

prompts transcription and expression of the programmed phenotype. If, however,

the {AHL:Receptor} complex is not stabilized by another, it dissociates and no

phenotypic change is observed. In fact, if any of these processes depicted in Figure

1.2 is compromised, the phenotypic change likely would not be observed.

1.2 Natural AHL QS-circuit Perturbation

Nature presents numerous obstacles to AHL-mediated QS-circuits that either pre-

vent premature expression∗ of a QS-regulated phenotype or discourage expression

of that phenotype by organisms that would be adversely affected. Respectively,

∗Here, premature expression is meant to signify that an insufficient bacterial population
density is present to successfully accomplish the programmed biological tasks.
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Figure 1.4: AHL hydrolysis mechanisms under aqueous acidic (top), neutral (mid-
dle), and alkaline (bottom) conditions to afford N -acyl-L-homoserine (AHS). Ran-
dom proton transfers, denoted r.p.t., are presumptively mediated by the surround-
ing aqueous environment.

these perturbations are abiotic —i.e., inherent to the chemistry of the molecular

species involved— and biotic—i.e., the direct consequence of another organism’s

biochemistry.

1.2.1 Abiotic Challenges to AHL-mediated QS-circuits

The spontaneous dissociation of {AHL:Receptor} complexes, due to their energetic

instability in aqueous environments, is certainly an abiotic obstacle that exists in

AHL-mediated QS-circuits. However, the greatest abiotic challenge is perhaps

the inherent chemistry of the AHL signal molecules themselves: AHLs are, in

part, lactones and lactones are susceptible to hydrolysis under aqueous conditions

(Figure 1.4).

When the AHL lactone bond breaks, ring strain is released. This not only

makes the hydrolysis reaction thermodynamically favorable but also imbues the

resulting N -acyl-L-homoserine with greater conformational freedom. N -acyl-L-
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homoserines, thus, differ from their former AHLs with respect to molecular geom-

etry and that difference makes them biologically inactive.17–19 Specifically, AHL

hydrolysis products cannot participate in the highly conserved molecular recog-

nition/hydrogen bonding interactions that AHLs do with their cognate receptor

proteins because the hydrolysis products (i.e., N -acyl-L-homoserines, AHSs) do

not preferentially assume the geometry required for those interactions. Addition-

ally, hydrolysis of the lactone increases the molecule’s polarity and hydrophilicity

such that, even if the hydrolysis products could participate in the same hydrogen

bonding interactions as AHLs, they would likely not dock as well or as favorably

from an energetic perspective within the receptor protein’s hydrophobic binding

pocket.20

The kinetics of AHL hydrolysis are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

Briefly, four distinctive trends have been noted:19,21

1. Hydrolysis rate is positively correlated with pH.

2. Hydrolysis rate is positively correlated with temperature.

3. Hydrolysis rate is positively correlated with acyl β position oxidation state.

4. Hydrolysis rate is negatively correlated with acyl chain length.

These trends, as will be examined in more depth in Chapter 2, are particularly

important when it comes to choosing or designing assays that probe aspects of

AHL-mediated QS-systems. Explicitly, if one of these trends is ignored, the in-

vestigating scientist may actually perform an experiment that measures how a

tested variable influences a system in which AHL hydrolysis products, not AHLs,

predominate and, therefore, does not accurately measure the effect of the tested

variable on the QS-circuit at all.
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Other challenges that affect AHL-mediated QS-circuit, albeit to a lesser extent,

include AHL diffusability, which limits the rate at which AHLs can travel through

their local environments; solubility, which ultimately affects the available concen-

trations in solution before forming a precipitate; and oxidation, which chemically

alters the AHL to afford a different AHL that may have different or non-existent

biological effects.22

1.2.2 Biotic Challenges to AHL-mediated QS-circuits

QS-regulated phenotypes unquestionably benefit the bacteria that express them.

Bioluminescence ofV. fischeri camouflages their squid hosts, ensuring their safety.23

Conjugal Ti plasmid transfer by Agrobacterium tumefaciens results in crown gall

disease in infected plants, which promotes metabolyte production, nourishing the

bacteria.24 P. aeruginosa produces virulence factors to attack its host (and gain

nutrients) while simultaneously shielding itself from that host’s immune response

by forming a protective biofilm.25 However, as is the case with A. tumefaciens and

P. aeruginosa, QS-regulated phenotypes can and do adversely affect co-located

or co-habitating organisms. For those species that are adversely affected, it is

unsurprising that evolution has selected for countermeasures to reduce the like-

lihood of QS-activation. Two distinctive approaches of these countermeasures

are exemplified by Delisea pulchra 26–28 (a red alga) and Bacillus thuringiensis (a

Gram-positive bacterium).20

In marine environments, numerous bacteria use AHL-mediated QS-circuits to

deleteriously colonize or foul eukaryotes. To counteract this, D. pulchra produces

a multitude of halogenated furanones (Figure 1.5), which are stored in vesicles

at their surface membranes.26–28 These compounds share structural elements with
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AHLs and can, due to that geometric similarity, interact with AHL receptor pro-

teins to form complexes. However, unlike the formation of {AHL:Receptor} com-

plexes, {Halogenated Furanone: Receptor} complexes are not productive in that

they do not induce the programmed phenotypic change. As such, when an AHL-

mediated QS-organism attempts to foul D. pulchra, it is significantly hindered be-

cause the halogenated furanones compete with AHLs for receptor binding, which

jeopardizes the success of colonization. Halogenated furanones are AHL recep-

tor antagonists : they interact with the receptor in a similar fashion as the native

ligand but inhibit or prevent expression of the QS-regulated phenotype. While

halogenated furanones are AHL receptor antagonists and share structural motifs

with AHLs, this need not be the case. Indeed, plant-derived isothiocyanates an-

tagonize AHL-receptor proteins though they do not structurally resemble AHLs in

any substantial way.29

Unlike the antagonist-based countermeasure of D. pulchra, B. thuringiensis ac-

tively synthesizes and deploys enzymes to selectively bind to and inactivate AHLs

Figure 1.5: A side-by-side comparison of 3-oxo-C6 and five of the halogenated
furanones produced by D. pulchra. Motifs shared with 3oxoC6 are emphasized in
red.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of AiiA active site, showing coordination of AHL
relative to two Zn(II) centers with bridging hydroxide/water.

during their transmission.20 Specifically, B. thuringiensis deploys an AHL lac-

tonase, AiiA, to rapidly cleave the AHL lactone bond by hydrolysis. As aforemen-

tioned, the resulting homoserine derivative is biologically inactive due to changes in

molecular geometry that prevent its productive interaction with receptor proteins.

AiiA is a member of the β-metalloprotease enzyme superfamily, whose active

site houses two zinc(II) metal atoms—which act as Lewis acids— that are bridged

by a water molecule (Figure 1.6). When AiiA binds to AHLs, it positions the

AHL such that the lactone carbonyl oxygen coordinates to—and is thus activated

by—one of the Zn(II) atoms. The bridging water molecule then nucleophilically

attacks the activated lactone and hydrolyzes the lactone bond, essentially following

the acidic decomposition pathway depicted in Figure 1.4.30,31

Notably, the use of enzymes to quench QS-circuits is neither specific to B.

thuringiensis nor is its inactivation pathway restricted to lactone hydrolysis.32
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Some organisms (e.g., Variovorax paradoxus) release acylases∗ that cleave the AHL

amide bond by addition of water. Like lactonolysis, amide hydrolysis renders

the signal molecule inactive because neither of the two amidolysis products can

productively interact with the AHL receptor protein. Though less common than

either lactonases or acylases, organisms (e.g., Bacillus megaterium) also deploy

oxidoreductases that chemically modify the AHL acyl chain by redox chemistry.32

Given inherent “slippage” in receptor substrate scope, AHL redox products may

still elicit biological effects in their original QS-circuit, albeit to a lesser extent due

to weakened binding affinity.

1.3 Anthropogenic AHL QS-circuit Perturbation

In addition to affecting other “lower organisms,” AHL-mediated QS-regulated phe-

notypes affect human health and society, making the regulation of those phenotypes

desirable or advantageous. Bacteria use AHL-mediated QS to foul ships and cargo

vessels no differently than they foul water-dwelling organisms (e.g., D. pulchra),

which increases drag and, thus, decreases fuel economy for transit routes. Numer-

ous bacteria that utilize AHL-mediated QS-circuits parasitize crops and lower pro-

duction yields, affecting food availability and, thus, potentially economic factors;

as an example, Pectobacterium carotovorum colonizes and macerates the tissue of

potato plants, a wide-spread starch in many cultures.33 Lastly, some pathogens

(e.g., P. aeruginosa) use AHL-mediated QS to coordinate adaptation to an infec-

∗AHL acylases are sometimes known as amidases. These enzymes cleave, by water’s addition,
the amide bond that links the γ-butyryolactone and fatty hydrocarbon tail. The products of AHL
amide hydrolysis are L-homoserine lactone and a carboxylic acid that corresponds to the AHL
acyl tail.
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tion lifestyle that is described not only by formation of a protective biofilm, which

makes it difficult for the human immune response to be effective, but also by the

release of virulence factors that decompose host tissue and, in so doing, provides

a nutrient source for prolonged infections.25

Of the examples above, the latter has driven the field of so-called quorum

quenching substantively because infections by P. aeruginosa and other Gram-

negative bacteria that exhibit adverse AHL-mediated QS-phenotypes are normally

treated clinically with antibiotics. However, with the increasing emergence of

multi-drug resistant strains of such bacteria, the available arsenal of effective antibi-

otics is dwindling and the QS-circuit provides alternate intervention points that can

be exploited to reduce virulent behavior and potentially increase efficiency of the

human immune system against the particular non-virulent or virulence-attenuated

pathogen.

As mentioned previously, if any of the steps cartooned in Figure 1.2 is compro-

mised, it is unlikely that the QS-phenotypic change would be observed. As such,

available intervention strategies include: (Step 1) synthase antagonism; (Steps 2

& 4) modulation of membrane permeability; (Step 3) interception/degradation of

AHLs during transmission; (Step 5) receptor antagonism; (Steps 6 & 7) blocking

macromolecular association phenomena, which can be easily envisioned by either

using a “scavenger” oligopeptide or molecular tweezer that can interact (unpro-

ductively) with complexes involved.

1.3.1 Protein-centric Quorum Quenching Strategies

Most anthropogenic quorum quenching efforts, very much in-line with the paradigm

of drug therapy, have focused on receptor antagonism, primarily by synthetic AHL
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analogues (SAHLAs) that possess a γ-butyrolactone and an amide bond. These

structural features essentially allow SAHLAs to emulate the interactions of the

{AHL:Receptor} complex but not induce the necessary and productive conforma-

tional changes that ultimately lead to phenotypic change. Alternate structural

motifs, including thiolactones, sulfones, sulfonamides, mercaptoimidazoles, thia-

zoles, and indoles, have also demonstrated efficacy as AHL receptor antagonists

but are less well-reported (Figure 1.3.1).34 The reason for this is likely because one

research group, the Blackwell lab of University of Wisconsin-Madison, developed

a solid-phase supported AHL synthesis that allowed for generating a consider-

able SAHLA library of variable lactone stereochemistry and acyl composition that

was subsequently screened for biological activity against various QS-circuits.35–40

In that library, derivatization is, in essence, only dependent on the acyl chain

composition—and thus availability of chemically and/or structurally diverse car-

boxylic acids— and not on the nature of the scaffold itself; in the Blackwell SAHLA

library, the scaffold is essentially fixed as L-homoserine lactone.35–40

AHL synthase antagonism, though not as robustly pursued, is also effective at

disrupting, attenuating, and preventing expression of QS-regulated phenotypes.41

Figure 1.7: Chemical Structure of numerous AHL Receptor Antagonists, both
AHL analogues (SAHLAs) and other structural motifs. (see Refs 34-40)
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However, despite applying a non-lethal pressure to the bacteria, resistance to both

synthase and receptor antagonism strategies has been observed.42 Immediately, this

suggests that, in time, such compounds would be rendered ineffective by evolution’s

course and ultimately place us clinically where we find ourselves today with respect

to antibiotics for treating such infections: in need of alternatives.

1.3.2 Ligand-centric Quorum Quenching Strategies

Whereas deploying synthetic AHL analogues effectively releases decoy ligands to

inhibit native AHL receptors, deploying decoy macromolecular “receptors” to se-

quester native AHLs is another anthropogenic strategy that has afforded promising

results. This approach has largely been probed in the academic literature mak-

ing use of the cyclodextrins (CDs) — likely because they are both commercially

available and fairly economical — but similar findings can be reasonably assumed

for other water-soluble macrocycles (e.g., pillar[n]arenes and calix[n]arenes) that

demonstrate similar supramolecular chemistry in water.43–45 In fact, a patent for

the use of macrocycles in inhibiting, attenuating, and/or preventing certain QS-

regulated phenotypes was awarded in April 2020.46

1.3.2.1 Macrocycles and Inclusion Complex Formation

Common to the aforementioned macrocyclic hosts (Figure 1.8) are the poor solva-

tion of their interior cavities — a consequence of their conformationally restricted

architectures and volumetric capacity — and the presence of energetically frus-
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Figure 1.8: Structures of Macrocyclic Hosts: (a) β-CD, (b) Calix[4 ]arene,(c) Pil-
lar[5 ]arene.

trated water molecules† that occupy them. Displacement of those frustrated water

molecules from the well-shielded, low dielectric constant environment by a hy-

drophobic guest, which results in an inclusion complex or host-guest complex, is

thermodynamically favorable with respect to the energy released by the frustrated

water molecules and minimization of exposed hydrophobic surface area of the guest.

The latter is an embodiment of the hydrophobic effect.

Apart from the hydrophobic effect, inclusion complex formation is essentially

limited by the hole-size fitting concept, i.e., whether a guest can spatially fit, ei-

ther fully or in part, within the host’s cavitiy. The cavity of β-CD, a macrocycle

composed of seven glucopyranosyl subunits joined by α1→4 linkages, is 0.78 nm

wide (in diameter) and 0.78 nm deep.47 It is known to form inclusion complexes

with organic compounds with a wide array of structural motifs ranging from linear

†By energetically frustrated water molecules, we mean to say water molecules that, due to
comformational restrictions, are not able to form the optimal hydrogen bonding network (i.e.,
number of bonds, bond lengths, and bond angles) that is observed in the bulk aqueous environ-
ment.
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alkanes48 and alcohols49 to bulky aromatic groups (e.g., phenanthrene50). The

strength of the host-guest association, represented by the thermodynamic associ-

tion constant or binding constant (Kassoc
‡), is dependent on how well the guest fits

or occupies the host interior cavity, with larger association constants representing

more favored associations. It follows from this that inclusion complex formation

for host-guest systems with larger binding constants is more spontaneous.§

Inclusion complex formation alters the chemical environment experienced by

both the guest’s complex-forming region (i.e., complexophore) and the macrocy-

cle’s cavity. Though crystal structures of host-guest complexes are known and

mass spectra of such complexes can be obtained, evidence of complex formation

along with association constants is more frequently reported by spectroscopic and

calorimetric methods. For purposes of this dissertation, we will rely on the for-

mer with heavy reliance on nuclear magnetic resonances (NMR), ultraviolet-visible

(UV/vis), and fluorescence spectroscopies. In these instances, changes in a mea-

surable property (e.g., absorbance) along with the host and guest concentrations

can be used to determine not only the stoichiometry of a complex but also the

affinity of hosts and guests to form a given complex (i.e., Kassoc).
51

The signal position reported in NMR spectrometry, the chemical shift (δ), is

representative of the magnetic moment precession frequency of a given nucleus

within an applied magnetic field that is, in part, dependent on the electronic

‡The association constant is also commonly denoted Ka. However, because this dissertation
will also involve commentary on acidity constants, which are also denoted Ka, we will use this
notation instead.

§∆G◦ = −RTln(K). When ∆G < 0 for a process, that processes is thermodynamically
spontaneous. AsKassoc increases, ∆G becomes more negative and the process, therefore, becomes
more spontaneous.
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environment surrounding the given nucleus. More electron-shielded nuclei — i.e.,

those in an electron rich environment — appear more upfield (i.e., lower valued)

than those that are more deshielded — i.e., in an electron deficient environment

— that appear further downfield. When a non-polar, hydrophobic guest docks

within the inner cavity of a macrocycle, its nuclei, generally, enter a more shielded

environment that manifests in an upfield change in chemical shift (∆δ) of the

docking nuclei relative to the shifts were they in an aqueous environment. Similarly,

the presence of an electron rich guest provides greater electron density around the

atoms within the macrocycle’s cavity, which too manifests in an upfield change in

chemical shift. Due to the high natural abundance of the hydrogen 1H nuclei on

Earth (>99%) and thus presence of split signals — i.e., manifestation of the spin-

spin coupling constants — that provide some structural information, 1H-NMR is

commonly used to evaluate binding.

Unlike NMR spectrometry, both fluorescence and UV/vis spectrophotometries

rely on the change in the dielectric environment experieneced by a chromophoric

or fluorophoric guest to, in turn, alter the transition dipole moment of the guest’s

excited states. For chromophores and fluorophores, inclusion complex formation

manifests, respectively, in a change in molar extinction coefficient (ϵ) or fluores-

cence quantum yield (ϕ). This is also usually accompanied by a change in ei-

ther absorbance or fluorescence frequency. Further, inclusion complex formation

can alter the chemistry of a guest through (1) interaction with the host itself,

(2) blocking formation of higher ordered structures (e.g., dimers), or (3) block-

ing sites of interaction of the guest with the aqueous environment. As examples:

(1) phenolphthalein appears fucshia under alkaline conditions but decolorizes un-

der those same conditions while in the presence of β-CD due to complexation;52
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(2) when incubated with β-CD, methylene blue dimerization is blocked via the

chromophore’s inclusion within the CD-cavity;53 and (3) the azonium/ammonium

tautomer ratio of both methyl orange and methyl red is shifted towards ammo-

nium in the presence of β-CD because inclusion of the azo dye blocks the azo

group from protonation.54 These systems, by themselves, are interesting and use-

ful for studying complexation phenomenon. However, systems that can be probed

by UV/vis or fluorescence may also be used as a reference state to study guests

that are spectrophotometrically inactive through indicator displacement assays.51

Specifically, in an indicator displacement assay, a reference system is perturbed by

the presence of a spectrophotometrically inactive guest and, from that perturba-

tion, the binding constant of the spectrophotometrically inactive guest with the

macrocycle can be determined. This is well demonstrated by Buvari et al., who

determined the association constants of various organic alcohols with β-CD by

using a phenolphthalein-based indicator displacement assay52.

1.3.2.2 Inhibitory Effects of CDs on Quorum Sensing

By the start of the twenty first century, the association behavior of CDs with a

multitude of organic guests — the linear carboxylic acids among them — was

well-established.55 In retrospect, it should not have been surprising that when

Ikeda et al. incubated C4 with α-CD¶ or β-CD, they observed evidence of inclu-

sion complex formation44. Explicitly, Ikeda and coworkers observed chemical shift

changes (∆δ) in 1D 1H-NMR for resonances involved in complex formation along

¶Like β-CD, α-CD is composed of glucopyranosyl subunits. However, α-CD is only composed
of six subunits while β-CD is composed of seven, making its internal diameter and thus cavity
volume smaller than that of β-CD.
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Figure 1.9: A proposed pose for the {C4:CD} complexes observed by Ikeda and
coworkers.

with cross-peaks between those resonances in 2D-ROESY NMR. Cross-peaks ob-

served between the macrocycle and presumed guest by the latter technique indicate

which region of the guest is the complexophore, given that correlation in ROESY

is distance-dependent. From their NMR experiments, Ikeda et al. concluded that

the AHL acyl tail weakly docked within the macrocycle cavity (Figure 1.9).‖ What

could not have been anticipated was how profoundly the relatively weak associ-

ation of C4 with α- or β-CD manifested biologically: when P. aeruginosa was

grown in the presence of 10 mM α- or β-CD, β-galactosidase activity, which relies

on a QS-circuit, was reduced 79% and 74%, respectively, relative to an untreated

control.

Additionally, Ikeda and coworkers demonstrated that di- and trimethylated β-

CDs could decrease β-galactosidase activity respectively by 69% and 71%. This

decrease was not observed when γ-CD, which is larger than β-CD in that it is

composed of eight glucopyranosyl subunits, was used. The association constant

‖Ikeda et al. reported complex formation in terms of dissociation constant (Kdissoc), the
multiplicative inverse of the association constant (i.e., Kdissoc = K−1

assoc). The dissociation
constant for C4 with α-CD was reported as 5.3× 10−2M (Kassoc = 19 M−1); for β-CD, Kdissoc

was reported as 4.2× 10−2M (Kassoc = 24 M−1).
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of the {C4:γ-CD} complex is presumably even weaker because the AHL acyl tail

does not fill the γ-CD internal cavity as well. These results are consistent with

the aforementioned hole-size fitting concept: α- and β-CD have internal cavities

in which the AHL acyl tail can dock well, whereas the γ-CD internal cavity is

too large to meaningfully form complexes with AHLs and decrease QS-regulated

effects.

Since Ikeda et al.’s foundational manuscript that demonstrated proof of con-

cept for CD-based inhibition of AHL-mediated quorum sensing, his work and the

work of those affiliated with him has largely focused on immobilizing CDs within

hydrogels and polymer blends while preserving reduced expression of QS-mediated

phenotypes in test systems.

In 2006, Kato et al. demonstrated moderate (14%) reduction in prodigiosin

production by Serratia marcescens, an AHL-mediated QS-phenotype, when grown

in the presence of 10 mM 2-hydroxypropyl-β-CD (HP-β-CD)56. If HP-β-CD was

co-applied with hydropropyl cellulose (HPC) or hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose

(HPMC) gels (approximated 17 mumol in 10x10x1.5 mm sheet), prodigiosin pro-

duction was further reduced to 29% and 35% (relative to a control), with the

enhanced effect being attributed to non-specific absorption of AHL into the poly-

mer matrix. When HP-β-CD was immobilized within cross-linked HPC or HPMC

gels, prodigiosin production by S. marcescens was reduced by approximately 30%.

The following year, Kato et al. again published that CDs, dissolved and im-

mobilized within hydrogels, could reduce expression of QS-mediated behaviors in

P. aeruginosa 57. This time, they observed decreased pyocyanin production when

P. aeruginosa was grown in 5 mM α- and β-CD, but not γ-CD. This experiment

essentially reiterated what Ikeda et al. had established three years prior though
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Figure 1.10: Geometry of cyclodextrin. The numbering scheme of one glucopyra-
nosyl subunit is denoted in red.

at a lower CD concentration44, namely, that α- and β-CDs could form complexes

with AHLs but γ-CD could not because its cavity was presumably too large. They

also established that greater quantities of HPC-gels containing immobilized HP-

β-CD afforded greater reduction in β-galactosidase activity. Kato and coworkers

would later tune the porosity of the HPC-gel using temperature-induced phase

separation (TIPS)58, investigate the anti-QS effects of CDs when immobilized on

polyvinyl alcohol fibers instead of HPC-gels59, and CDs’ effect when immobilized

within gel filament bundles60. In all instances, QS-regulated behaviors were re-

duced, underscoring the utility of CDs, particularly α- and β-CDs, at inhibiting

QS.

Previously, CDs in their native state (i.e., α-, β-, and γ-CD) have been de-

scribed as “structural and functional straightjackets”61 because they “offer limited

utility in size, shape, and availability of chemically useful functional groups62.” For

purposes in this dissertation, we actually believe that these claims extend to CDs
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that are uniformly and/or symmetrically modified∗∗ with methyl or hydroxypropyl

groups at their 6-positions — those that form the narrower rim of the toroid — or

the 2- and/or 3-positions that form the wider rim of the macrocycle (Figure 1.10).

Our reasoning is that such uniform modifications or permodifications do not nec-

essarily imbue the macrocycle with dramatically different properties; rather, they

simply extend the inner cavity beyond the glucopyranose-based torus. Permodified

CDs have been previously mentioned (e.g., di- and trimethyl-β-CD, HP-β-CD).

CDs, though, need not be modified so uniformly. They can be selectively

modified at particular positions, giving rise to mono-, di-, and higher-ordered sub-

stituted derivatives.62 This feature of CD-chemistry has immense utility and allows

the macrocycle to have near limitless potential. As an example, selective modifica-

tion of CDs gave rise to CD-based artificial enzymes within the field of Biomimetic

Chemistry, whose study was initiated by the late Ronald Breslow, that allow us

to, in Breslow’s words, “understand and appreciate the special properties of Na-

ture’s enzymes” with the “hope to achieve the rapid and selective reactions typical

of enzymatic conversions by imitating the general principles — in particular the

well-defined geometry in enzyme-substrate complexes — but not every detail of

natural enzymes.”63

In 2013, Ikeda’s and Kato’s research group diverted its attention from hydro-

gels and, instead, questioned how such selective mono- and dimodifications to CDs,

specifically amination and acylation, could influence anti-QS effects. Morohoshi et

al. biologically evaluated the efficacy of their mono- and disubstituted CD deriva-

∗∗By uniformly modified, we mean to say CDs that have modified in the same way on each of
the subunits that compose the macrocycle.
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tives using prodigiosin production of S. marascens AS-1, violacein production by

C. violaceum CV026, and elastase activity of P. aeruginosa PA0. They also esti-

mated binding constants of the {C6:CD} complexes using a phenolphthalein-based

indicator displacement assay, described previously43. The two most promising

candidates, 6-C12-β-CD and 6,6’-diC8-β-CD (Figure 1.11), relative to untreated

controls, respectively reduced prodigiosin production by 99% and 97%; violacein

production by 99% and 80%; and elastase activity by approximately 70% and 85%.

As for association constants of CD-derivatives with C6, Morohoshi and coworkers

asserted that the estimated association constants were consistent with the bio-

logically observed QS-inhibitory effects, namely that CD derivatives with higher

association constants with C6 had greater inhibitory capabilities.

More recently, others — including our collaborative group whose efforts are

described throughout this dissertation — have considered the use of CDs as anti-

QS agents. Kristen Miller of Alan Decho’s group at Univeristy of South Carolina

in 2015 submitted a dissertation in completion of her doctoral degree entitled

Bacterial Communication and its Role as a Target for Nanoparticle-Based An-

Figure 1.11: n-Alkylamine modified CDs synthesized by Morohoshi that have
demonstrable anti-QS effects
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timicrobial Therapy in which she describes the grafting of CDs onto nanoparticles

and the utility of that species in quenching AHL-mediated QS-processes64. This,

in our view, is along the same vein as the Kato’s work that immobilized CDs on

hydro-gels. CDs were also invoked in 2019 as a delivery vehicle for antibiotics (i.e.,

erythromycin and rifampicin) and an AHL receptor antagonist (i.e., 5,6-dimethyl-

2-aminobenzimidazole) as a per se combination therapy that showed significant

utility that could be clinically transferable65.

1.4 Extending Macrocyclic QS-Inhibition

While the use of macrocycles to date to inhibit quorum sensing has underscored

their viability as an approach to QS inhibition, their potential, in our view and

perhaps that of Breslow, remains unrealized. At best, incubation of bacteria with

a macrocycle only staves off activation of a QS-circuit. To illustrate this, the QS-

circuit with respect to AHL concentration will be mathematically illustrated with

numerous simplifications for emphasis.

Bacteria that employ AHL-mediated quorum sensing produce AHLs at a rate

proportional to their growth, which is exponential. AHL concentration should,

therefore, increase exponentially. For modeling purposes, however, we will consider

that the concentration of AHLs increases at a fixed rate governed by rate constant

k1 as seen in Equation 1.1. Notably, this model only considers total — not local

— concentration, which does not account for AHL diffusion away from the area in

which they are detected by cognate receptors.

[AHL]t = k1t (1.1)
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This model, however, does not consider that, as AHLs are produced, they experi-

ence a buffered aqueous environment and hydrolyze in accordance with a pseudo-

first order kinetic model. We can account for this by modifying the rate expression

for AHL concentration by considering a second term that represents AHL hydrol-

ysis, whose rate is represented by k2.

∂[AHL]

∂t
= k1 − k2[AHL] (1.2)

Equation 1.2 is a differential equation that, when solved, gives Equation 1.3 if

[AHL]t=0 = 0.

[AHL]t = k1 ×
1− e−k2t

k2
(1.3)

Shown in Figure 1.12, if a certain threshold concentration must be breached before

an AHL-mediated QS-circuit is activated, hydrolysis certainly staves off the time
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Figure 1.12: Effect of increasing hydrolysis rates, k2, on available AHL concentra-
tion. k1 = 10−4 min−1.
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at which activation occurs. For AHLs that hydrolyze more rapidly (e.g., shorter

acyl chain AHLs and those oxidized at the acyl β-position) and assuming that

the required concentration for QS-activation is independent of the autoinducer’s

identity, it will take longer to reach and surpass the given threshold.

If macrocycles that can form inclusion complexes with AHLs†† are added or

the bacteria are grown in the presence of macrocycles that selectively bind AHLs

and not their hydrolysis products, the activation point, intuitively, is pushed off

even further. To demonstrate this, consider the equilibrium constant for a host-

guest complex (Eq 1.4), where [H] is the host concentration, [G] is the guest

concentration, and [HG] is the complex concentration

Kassoc =
[HG]

[H][HG]
(1.4)

Assuming that at any time, t, the concentration of CD and AHL are constant, the

association constant may be written in terms of the host guest complex and total

concentration of host (H0) and guest (G0) .

Kassoc =
[HG]

(H0 − [HG])(G0 − [HG])
(1.5)

When manipulated, Equation 1.5 is plainly a quadratic equation, which can be

solved.

The concentration of the complex species is given in Equation 1.6, where, no-

tably, only the negative square root is considered because the positive solution

††The rate at which these complexes form must be significantly faster than the rate that AHLs
are produced (k1) or decompose (k2).
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Figure 1.13: Effect of increasing binding constants on available AHL concentration.
k1 = 10−4 min−1

gives a nonsense solution.‡‡

[HG] =
1

2

⎡⎣(H0 +G0 +
1

Kassoc

)
−

((
H0 +G0 +

1

Kassoc

)2

− 4H0G0

) 1
2

⎤⎦ (1.6)

Because macrocycle-bound AHLs cannot interact with receptor proteins, they are

effectively removed from the pool of available AHLs, further reducing the concen-

tration of autoinducer in solution that can go on to activate a QS-circuit. The

‡‡Specifically, if either host or guest is absent (i.e., H0 = 0 M or G0 = 0 M a non-trivial value
of [HG] is computed, which cannot make sense because without either host or guest, a complex
cannot form.
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concentration of free AHL is expressed in Equation 1.7 below.

[AHL]free = k1 ×
1− e−k2t

k2
− [HG]t (1.7)

Displayed in Figure 1.13, AHLs that more strongly bind with the macrocycle —

i.e., those systems with larger binding constants — have less available or free AHL

in solution that can interact with receptor proteins and activate a QS-circuit.

Indeed, this supports the observation of Morohoshi et al. that CD-derivatives that

more strongly bind C6 demonstrate dramatic reduction in QS-regulated biological

activity.43

If, however, CDs could be selectively modified with a group that accelerates

lactone hydrolysis (i.e., a catalytic group) while still allowing AHLs to form inclu-

sion complexes, the effects of these two independent traits would compound. In

effect, such a CD-derivative would be an artificial lactonase, similar in nature to

AiiA — the lactonase produced and deployed by B. thuringiensis, described previ-

ously. If efficacious enough, it could completely quench a quorum sensing circuit.

If, however, it did not enhance AHL hydrolysis enough to quench the circuit, it

could be used to stave off activation while additional therapies could be applied in

combination.

In AiiA, the Zinc(II) atoms are ligated by amino acids that are buried within

the enzyme’s active site. This geometry, using CD as a scaffold, is not easily

accessible. However, Zn(II) can, and has been ligated by the nitrogen lone pair(s)

of numerous aromatic compounds (e.g., bipyridine, phenanthroline) that strongly

complex Zn(II) and hold it in place. Those aromatic compounds can, and have

been derivatized into molecules that allow covalent attachment of the ligand to

the CD scaffold. These efforts have produced various artificial esterases. As ester
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and lactone hydrolysis both follow a similar hydrolysis mechanism (i.e., BAC2), it

is reasonable to assume that some these artificial esterases may bear activity as

artificial lactonases.66 We believe that such catalysts would be the realization of

CDs’ potential in inhibiting QS-regulated processes and it is the pursuit of such

molecules that is the focus of this dissertation.

1.5 Description of Work Presented

In the following chapter (Chapter 2), the conditions under which AHLs can be

studied — especially with respect to macrocycle-based binding assays — are de-

fined, importantly highlighting how conditions can alter the state of the AHLs

being investigated; i.e., the rates at which AHLs hydrolyze at different alkalinities.

With that information in hand and using synthetic AHLs as proxies, we inves-

tigated the relative affinities of AHLs and their hydrolysis products with β-CD

(Chapter 3), to elucidate that the macrocycle preferentially binds with AHLs over

their hydrolysis products. This, in effect, established a natural substrate turnover

cycle that could be exploited in the design of a macrocycle-based artificial enzyme.

We then investigated two existing artificial esterases to identify the active catalytic

component (Chapter 4) and screened that component for efficacy against a model

AHL substrate (Chapter 5). While the active catalytic component did not prove to

be a viable catalyst towards AHL hydrolysis, we remain confident that there exists

a viable catalyst, perhaps closely emulating the structure and mechanism of AiiA,

that can be synthetically appended to the β-CD and be used to more effectively

quench quorum sensing circuits, their phenotypes, and, perhaps, be used clinically

to improve patient outcomes.
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Chapter 2

AHL Hydrolysis Kinetics:

Conditions of Molecular Stability

When probing a molecular system — especially a biomolecular system — it is es-

sential that the conditions under which the system is studied are also conditions

under which that system is stable. As an example, it would be quite ineffective to

screen for protein inhibitors at temperatures well above the temperature at which

the protein denatures and loses its activity. Similarly, it would be ineffective to

study those same inhibitors under conditions where they themselves decompose.

In either of these cases, the observed effect does not represent the interaction of

the inhibitor and protein; rather, the observed effect represents the interaction of

one or both of their degraded forms with the other. While an observation can be

reported, the result is essentially meaningless. Also, assay conditions should also

bear similarities to the biological conditions they are meant to simulate. These

same principles hold true for probing AHL-mediated quorum sensing and the abil-

ity of macrocycles to sequester and/or degrade them.
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Interestingly, previous experiments that yielded {AHL:CD} association con-

stants were performed in unbuffered D2O (NMR ∆δ)44, distilled water (Quartz

Crystal Microbalance)45, and carbonate buffer (phenolphthalein-based indicator

displacement assay).43 The first two systems differ from physiological conditions

in that, under physiological conditions, ions are present and the pH is buffered.

The third system differs in that physiological pH is near-neutral while the carbon-

ate buffer employed was alkaline (pH 9.5). The choice of this assay for binding

constant determination, which requires such an alkaline pH for phenolphthalein to

assume its fuchsia form while free in solution and colorless when bound by CD, was

seemingly problematic to us because AHLs were, at the time Morohoshi43 et al.

invoked this assay for binding constant determination, known to rapidly hydrolyze

under alkaline conditions.19,21 Because we were initially interested in determining

binding constants of AHLs with β-CDs that had been modified with groups ca-

pable of forming hydrogen bonds with AHLs to generate CD-based artificial AHL

receptors, we sought to understand the conditions under which AHLs were stable

with more temporal resolution than had been performed previously and, with that

information in hand, evaluate assays that existed and could be employed for de-

termining association constants or, in the absence of a suitable assay, develop such

a method.

Prior to our investigation, the hydrolysis of native AHLs had been reported

by Yates et al.19 and Delalande et al.21 who respectively used 13C-NMR and liq-

uid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). In their 13C-NMR experiment,

Yates and coworkers measured line heights of carbon nuclei that were specific to

the ring-closed (active) AHLs and ring-opened (inactive) species and computed

the percent of active AHLs. However, such routine 13C-NMR experiments (1024
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scans) take approximately an hour to complete. The spectrum produced by that

experiment is thus the Fourier Transform of the summed free inductive decays

(FIDs) collected over the experiment’s duration. As such, the spectrum, in re-

ality, is a time-averaged representation of the sample throughout the hour-long

experiment. For example, if a particular AHL had a half-life of 10 minutes, by

the end of the experiment, less than 2% of the AHL would be present in its lac-

tone form; however, the spectrum produced would likely indicate a significantly

larger amount was present. The LC-MS experiments performed by Delalande et

al., which afforded half-lives for C6 at different acidities and temperatures, are

also only semi-quantitative in that the measurements taken are on a sample only

after it is first neutralized and at relatively vague time intervals (i.e., half-lives are

reported on the order of days, not hours).

Building on these prior studies, while seeking to overcome the limitations inher-

ent to the experimental techniques invoked, we sought to study AHL lactonolysis

using 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Notably, a standard 1H-NMR experiment (16 scans)

on a Bruker AV-400 instrument takes approximately one minute, thus shorten-

ing the window that the resulting FID represents dramatically when compared

to Yates’ 13C-NMR experiments. Additionally, the spectrum obtained for each

time-point is a direct representation of the reaction, meaning that no manipula-

tion of the sample is required (e.g., neutralization) prior to analysis. As such, this

approach is essentially quantitative.

In addition to improving upon the prior studies by invoking a more quanti-

tative method, we also sought to understand the effect of acyl tail composition

on hydrolysis rate. Rather than studying only one AHL (e.g., C6 by Delalande

and coworkers), we pursued five AHLs: C4 (P. aeruignosa)67, C6 (C. violaceum),
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C8 (Burkholderia cenocepacia)68, 3-oxo-C6 (V. fischeri)4,69–72, and 3-oxo-C8

(Agrobacterium tumefaciens)73. Specifically, we focused on the hydrolysis reaction

under neutral to alkaline conditions as previous reports indicated that AHLs are

relatively stable under acidic conditions.19

2.1 Results and Discussion

Monitoring the hydrolysis reaction of C4 under rather alkaline conditions (“pH” =

9.5),∗ we were able to distinguish between ring-closed, native C4 and its hydroly-

sis product, C4h. Notably, the resonances associated with the homoserine lactone

moiety of C4 and homoserine of C4h differ dramatically (Figure 2.1). Explicitly,

the lactone α-proton of C4 appears at 4.67 ppm while in C4h it is at 4.26 ppm.

The β-protons are also shifted upfield upon hydrolysis (C4: 2.64 and 2.30 ppm

// C4h: 2.07 and 1.87 ppm). The γ-protons also shift upfield upon hydrolysis;

however, unlike the β-protons that maintain their first order coupling patterns,

the γ-protons adopt a strong coupling pattern (ABMX). The γ-resonances of C4

appear at 4.57 and 4.41 ppm while those of C4h appear at 3.70 and 3.62 ppm. Be-

cause hydrolysis affects the chemical environment of the lactone, it is sensible that

these resonances appear different for the two species. As hydrolysis does not change

the chemical environment of the acyl tail, it is also sensible that these resonances

do not change dramatically — if at all — throughout the course of the reaction.

The latter point bears with it implications for NMR assays involving monitoring

how resonances can be affected by certain phenomenon (e.g., complex formation).

∗Here, “pH” is meant to describe the effective pH, understanding that experiments were
performed in D2O, where the buffering species is affected due to binding affinities of D+, not H+.
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For example, Ikeda and coworkers44 determined the association constant of C4

with α- and β-CD using changes in chemical shift at different host/guest ratios by

tracking changes of the acyl resonance frequencies. While useful for determining

association constants, it should be noted that reporting evidence of whether the

AHL is in its native or hydrolyzed state (i.e., observation of lactone-associated res-

onances) should be required because, without this, it is not possible to determine

which species is being studied. In Ikeda’s work, the native AHL resonances are

indeed present, indicating that the results of their study can be trusted.

Because the C4 and C4h were differentiable by 1H-NMR, the relative abun-

dance of each species could be determined and fitted to kinetic models. Specifically,

the relative abundance as determined by the homoserine β-protons — the T1’s of

these resonances were the shortest (C4: 1.3 s // C4h: 0.8 s) of those differentiable

— were chosen for this analysis. Previously, the hydrolysis of C6 was reported to

Figure 2.1: 1H-NMR monitored hydrolysis of C4 to C4h in “pH” 9.5 carbonate
buffer.
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Figure 2.2: Apparent first order regression analysis of C4 at “pH” 9.5, indicating
strong linearity, confirming the kinetic model.

follow pseudo-first order kinetics.21 Our analysis of C4 hydrolysis indicates that

it too followed this kinetic model, which was unsurprising given that both species

are structurally similar in that they are composed of the same γ-lactone and both

possess saturated acyl tails. In fact, we observed strong linearity in the pseudo-first

order plots for all species tested. From these analyses, we were able to ascertain

apparent hydrolysis rate constants (k) and half-lives (t1/2) for all species.

Shown in Table 2.1, the hydrolysis rate of the tested AHLs (and, by extension,

all AHLs) increases dramatically with “pH” (and, so too, pH), consistent with the

half-lives reported by Delalande et al. and species proportionation of Yates and

coworkers. Specifically, the hydrolysis rates increases roughly ten-fold between

pH units. For example, between “pH”s 7.0 and 7.9, the hydrolysis rate of C4

increases from 8.0 × 10−5 min−1 to 5.3 × 10−4 min−1. Similarly, at “pH” 9.2,

the hydrolysis again increases an approximate order of magnitude to 10.2 × 10−5

min−1. A similar increase is observed between “pH”s 9.2 and 9.5. This trend is
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Table 2.1: Apparent hydrolysis rates of tested AHLs under different acidities.

Species Attribute 7.0[a] 7.9[b] 9.2[c] 9.5[c]

C4 k 8.01± 0.13 5.31± 0.19 10.2± 0.4 19.2± 0.2
t1/2 8700 1300 68 32

C6 k 7.55± 0.14 4.94± 0.14 10.2± 0.4 17.7± 0.3
t1/2 9200 1500 68 39

3oxoC6 k 12.9± 0.4 7.53± 0.30 15.4± 0.6 27.6± 1.4
t1/2 5400 900 45 25

C8 k 7.7± 0.4 3.28± 0.14[d] 7.0± 0.7 19.0± 1.4
t1/2 9000 2100 100 36

3oxoC8 k 13.0± 0.4 7.90± 0.86[d] 13.1± 0.6 28.4± 1.3
t1/2 5400 880 53 24

Half-lives (t1/2) are given in min and correspond to the observed hydrolysis rate (k). Reported

error represents 3σ. Unless otherwise noted, regression analysis gave R2 = 0.99. [a]×10−5 min−1.
[b]×10−4 min−1. [c]×10−3 min−1. [d] R2 = 0.98.

consistent with increasing concentrations of hydroxide, the presumptive attacking

nucleophile, as pH increases. Additionally, our results indicated that hydrolysis

rate is negatively correlated with chain length (i.e., as chain length increases,

hydrolysis rate decreases while half-life increases) and that AHLs bearing 3-oxo

functionalization hydrolyze more rapidly than their saturated counterparts, also

consistent with previous studies.19

The half-lives reported in Table 2.1 are notably longer that those reported

by Delalande and coworkers for C6. However, that our study was conducted in

heavy water and not “normal” aqueous conditions must be taken into account. In

D2O, deuteroxide (OD−1)— not hydroxide (OH−1)— is the presumed attacking

nucleophile, therein introducing a kinetic isotope effect (KIE). The KIE value may

be computed by dividing the rate of the reaction under deuterated conditions
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(kH2O) by the rate of the reaction under normal conditions (kD2O).

KIE =
kD2O

kH2O

(2.1)

When comparing our half lives with those reported by Delalande and coworkers, we

obtain KIE ≈ 2 for the C6, which has a saturated acyl tail. In the absence of an

explanation for why C4 and C8 would behave differently — they are electronically

similar — we posited that they ought to behave similarly to C6, with a similar

KIE. The electronic nature of the 3-oxo-AHLs differs from saturated AHLs in that

these species are β-ketoamides. However, the KIE is associated with the attacking

nucleophile, not the AHL, so the KIE for the hydrolysis of 3-oxo-AHLs can be

assumed to be similar. Based on the work of Byers et al., the half-life of 3-oxo-

C6 can be approximated as 7 hours at 30◦C.18 With a KIE of 2 and at room

temperature, we would estimate its half-life to be 7.7 hours, differing by ≈ 10%.

This difference may be attributed to the increased temperature invoked by Byers

and coworkers (30 ◦C vs. 22 ◦C) as AHL hydrolysis rate is positively correlated

with temperature.21.

.

2.1.1 Chain Composition-Dependent Hydrolysis

As noted in Table 2.1, there is a negative correlation between acyl chain hydropho-

bicity and hydrolysis rate for saturated AHLs, perhaps implying that the acyl tail

in some way obstructs water (or hydroxide) from attacking the lactone. However,

it is difficult to envision a model that would allow for this, especially as AHLs are

likely to form micelles with the tails sequestered, participating in van der Waals
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interactions with one another, and the lactones projecting into the bulk aqueous

environment. In some instances, the formation of these architectures occurs under

biologically relevant concentrations.74. At present, concentrations at which the

species considered in this study form micelles have not been determined.

Ignoring the proposal that the chain obstructs the lactone, Yates and coworkers

suggested that the longer acyl tail — with more atoms and thus electrons — could

donate electron density through the amide bond and into the lactone, making it

less electrophilic, decreasing its reactivity to nucleophilic attack by water or hy-

droxide.19 This long-range reaction, too, seems unlikely as the terminal electrons

would tend to stay situated about their respective nuclei. A decade later, New-

berry and Raines suggested the mechanism of this interaction by comparing the

computed geometries of two AHL derivatives with that of proline.75

Like proline, AHLs can assume a geometry such that the lone pair (n) of the

amide oxygen can insert into the anti-bonding π orbital (π∗) of the lactone carbonyl

bond (Figure 2.3). In effect, this interaction raises the energy level of the low-
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Figure 2.3: Structurally analogous proline and AHLs. The electronic n → π∗

interaction (blue arrows) in both systems influence the rate of hydrolysis. For 3-
oxo-AHLs, the additional internal hydrogen bonding — result of tautomerization
of β-ketoamides — should detract from the n → π∗ interaction (shown red)
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n → 𝝅 Extended

Figure 2.4: n → π∗ and extended configuration of C6 produced from geometry
optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory in vacuo. The extended con-
former is more stable at this level of theory and that used by Newberry and Raines
in the seminal work on this interaction in AHLs. In their work, all conclusions re-
garding the importance of this interaction were drawn from a noN -lowest energy
conformer.

est unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), making it less energetically accessible.

Using non-bonding orbital (NBO) analysis at the density functional theory level

(6-311+G(2d,p)), Newberry and Raines computed that trimethylacetyl homoser-

ine lactone had a stronger n → π∗ interaction than tribromoacetyl homoserine

lactone. This result paired nicely with their experimental result that the former

hydrolyzed more slowly.75 Specifically, each of the the three methyl groups serve

as electron donating groups (EDGs) to the interaction while the three bromines

withdraw electrons as electron withdrawing groups (EWGs).† This proposition

was further investigated by the group of Bertucci, who compared the hydrolysis

rates of various N -phenyl homoserine lactones decorated with various EDGs and

†Here, the Hammett σ parameters are of importance in that they describes the donating or
withdrawing ability of the substituent considered. For −CH3, σ is negative while that of −Br
is positive, respectively giving electron donating and electron withdrawing character.
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EWGs.76 Schmucker et al. noted that derivatives with stronger n → π∗ interaction

hydrolyzed more slowly than did their weaker counterparts, supporting Newberry’s

and Raines’ hypothesis.76 However, the group of Kelleher made a rather interesting

observation in regards to this interaction; namely, using computational methods,

geometry optimization can produce two distinct low energy conformers.77,78 The

geometry of one of these conformers allows for the n → π∗ interaction while the

other does not; the latter exists in an extended conformation (see Figure 2.4).‡ In

the n → π∗ configuration, the dihedral between sp2 carbons, with the lactone sp2

carbon as the reference atom, is 52.8◦ while that in the extended form is -169.12◦.§

Interestingly, the geometries discussed by Newberry and Raines are those of the

n → π∗ conformers despite the fact that, using their computational method, the

extended (i.e., non n → π∗ interacting) conformers are the more stable geometry

in vacuo and in the other solvation models that Kelleher’s group used in their

calculations.¶

While the n → π∗ interaction is certainly interesting and can be used to demon-

‡In our hands using Spartan ’18, the output geometry seems to be dependent on the input
geometry. If the input geometry has the interaction, so too will the output. If the input does
not possess the interaction, neither will the output.

§Optimizations performed using Spartan ’18 at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory in vacuo.
Notably, this calculation is only demonstrative — it does not take into account solvent interac-
tions using either an implicit or explicit solvent model. As Kelleher’s group notes, solvents can
dramatically influence calculated properties of computationally modelled compounds.

¶Newberry and Raines compared their calculated geometries with crystal structures to
demonstrate the accuracy of their calculation. However, the supposition that molecules in so-
lution behave similarly to their crystallized forms is just that: a supposition. Additionally, the
molecules considered by Newberry and Raines were selected because they were capable of being
isolated by crystallization — native AHLs are not trisubstituted at their acyl α positions and
demonstrate considerably more conformational freedom due to their extended tails. The Kelleher
group’s data suggests that the M06-2X functional with water solvation polarizable continuum
model (PCM) arrives at a geometry that favors the n → π∗ interaction.
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strate why hydrolysis is slower for tails with more electron withdrawing groups —

e.g., β-ketoamides like 3-oxo-AHLs78 that can tautomerize and form internal hy-

drogen bonds that necessarily decrease available electrons for participation in the

n → π∗ interaction‖ — it does not explain why saturated AHLs with longer chains

hydrolyze more slowly than those with shorter chains. The Hammett parameters

of these substituents are not significantly different and therefore do not explain

the differences in hydrolysis rate. We propose that, rather than strengthening the

n → π∗ interaction, the additional carbon chain length increases the frequency

with which the interaction occurs because the energy barrier of the rotation of the

lactone-N bond is heightened due to steric bulk. In effect, this “locks” AHLs with

longer acyl tails into a configuration where the n → π∗ interaction occurs more

frequently. This is an area that may be worth further investigation for the rational

design of AHL-based receptor antagonists. Specifically, if a pair of molecules could

be designed that share acyl tail compositions (i.e., equal Hammett parameters) but

conformationally differ in that one is forced to assume a geometry that facilitates

the n → π∗ interaction while the other is not, the importance of this interaction

could be resolved.

2.1.2 Implications for Assay Selection and Development

The initial claim in this chapter was that when probing a molecular system, it

is essential that the conditions under which the system is studied are also con-

ditions under which that system is stable lest faulty conclusions be drawn from

‖Enolization is indeed evident as the resonances associated with the acyl α-poisiton diminish
or become spectroscopically silent with time in heavy water
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the experimental results. With the hydrolysis data in hand, we can evaluate prior

studies that have concerned AHLs and determine whether the results collected

can be trusted. As an example, the critical micelle concentrations∗∗ (CMCs) of

AHLs were reported by Davis et al. under near physiological conditions (pH =

7.4, 37 ◦C) after a 30 minute incubation period.74 Under near neutral conditions

like those used by Davis and coworkers, AHLs are stable, suggesting that a rather

negligible fraction of AHLs would have hydrolyzed. As such, the reported result for

the CMCs can be trusted, presuming that the technique employed is appropriate.

Davis and coworkers also reported the CMCs for various hydrolyzed AHLs. Here,

too, the reported results should be trusted because the spontaneous ring-closure

of hydrolyzed AHLs is not known to occur until the pH approaches the pKa of the

corresponding carboxylate (≈ 2.4).19

The importance of pH in the development or selection of AHL-based assays

becomes readily apparent when shifting to efforts for AHL binding or sequestra-

tion. To demonstrate this, we consider the binding constant approximation of C6

with various α- and β-CD derivatives performed by Morohoshi and coworkers, de-

scribed previously.43 Morohoshi et al. employed an indicator displacement assay

— developed by Buvari54 —in which the known binding equilibrium of phenolph-

thalein and β-CD is perturbed by the introduction of the analyte of interest.†† At

∗∗The critical micelle concentration is the concentration at which a surfactant — an am-
phiphilic molecule — aggregates such that the hydrophilic region faces towards the surrounding
aqueous environment and the lipophilic region composes the inner sphere.

††Under aqueous, alkaline conditions, phenolphthalein appears fuchsia; however, when in the
presence of cyclodextrin, it appears colorless. The introduction of a competing analyte forces
liberation of some phenolphthalein from its complexed state and is accompanied by color restora-
tion.
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the pH employed by the authors (pH = 9.5), though, C6 readily hydrolyzes with

an approximated half-life under normal aqueous conditions of 20 minutes. As a

result, the reported binding constants of C6 with the various cyclodextrins likely

represents the binding behavior of a statistical mixture of C6 (bioactive) and its

homoserine (C6h) (bio-inactive). It would seem to reason that if the molecules

behaved differently, which we believed they did (vide infra), the estimated binding

constant would be time-dependent.‡‡

AHLs are chemically different from their lactonolysis products and therefore

should behave differently. Unlike their ring-closed precursors, hydrolyzed AHLs

bear a formal negative charge under physiological conditions (i.e., carboxylate)

as well as three additional hydrogen bonding sites. These properties suggest that

hydrolyzed AHLs are more hydrophilic than their precursors. Indeed, Dong et al.

noted that AHLs hydrolysis products are more hydrophilic than their precursors

by high performance liquid chromatography- mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS).20 As

such, we posited that hydrolyzed AHLs are less likely to associate with cyclodex-

trins because the hydrophobic effect is less of a driving force for more hydrophilic

molecules. In the context of Morohoshi and coworkers’ work, this would bias the

assay results towards lower binding constants, perhaps reconciling the binding

constants reported by Morohoshi et al. and those by Okano et al. for the same

phenomenon though under different conditions.45§§

‡‡The incubation duration, if any, is not provided by Morohoshi and coworkers to even attempt
to approximate the speciation.

§§Okano et al. reported the association constant of C6 with β-CD using quartz crystal
microbalance is distilled water (pH ≈ 7) to be 700± 200M−1. The value reported by Morohoshi
et al. was 390 ± 5M−1. Importantly, the significance of the error values is not given. Perhaps
more perplexing here, though, is that these papers were published by the same research group
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The results of this hydrolysis study establish that in any study of AHLs or

their respective homoserines, it is critical that pH be considered in the experimen-

tal design. In the case of β-CD:AHL complex formation as a quorum quenching

strategy, a different indicator is required whose working range falls within pH

conditions where AHLs are stable. If only the ring-closed form is of interest, per-

haps methyl red or methyl orange could be considered under acidic conditions.49

However, ideally, such binding assays would reflect physiological conditions using

buffered phosphate.

2.2 Experimental Details

2.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation

L-homoserine was purchased from ArkPharm, Inc and was converted, as needed,

to homoserine lactone hydrochloride by reflux with 4M hydrochloric acid and

evaporation to dryness. Meldrum’s Acid was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Tri-

ethylamine, carboxylic acids, D2O (99.8% D atom) and DMSO-d6 (99.9% D

atom) were purchased from Acros Organics. Hydrochloric Acid (certified ACSPlus

grade), and silica gel (230-400 mesh, Grade 60) were purchased from Fisher Sci-

entific. Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) was purchased from Aldrich and N -(3-

Dimethylaminopropyl)-N ’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC-HCl) was pur-

chased from CreoSalus. Ethyl acetate and hexanes were purchased from VWR.

All 1H-NMR spectra were collected using 400 MHz spectrometers with lock

on D2O and were calibrated to the residual peak of DMSO in D2O.79 Carbon-

and, if we assume reported errors were 1σ, were, therefore, internally inconsistent.
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ate buffers were prepared in D2O using sodium carbonate (Fisher Scientific) and

sodium bicarbonate (J. T. Baker) while phosphate buffers were prepared using

sodium phosphate mono- and dibasic purchased from Fisher Scientific. The ap-

parent pH of each solution was measured using a three-point calibrated Mettler

Toledo InLab® Expert Pro pH meter, and readings were converted using equations

given by Krezel80 to “pH” and pD. Melting points were observed visually using a

MelTemp-II apparatus.

2.2.2 AHL Synthesis

AHLs were synthesized by previously established methods81,82 and verified by 1H-

NMR. Purity was determined by melting point analysis.

2.2.3 Native/Hydrolyzed AHL 1H-NMR Assignments.

To 770 µL D2O was added 30 µL AHL stock solution (0.1 M in DMSO-d6 ). Due

to poor solubility of C8, 15 µL of stock solution were added to 785 µL D2O.

Routine 1H-NMR and T1 measurements were conducted on these samples to ob-

tain resonances associated with the native AHLs and determine repetition rate

for hydrolysis studies. After completion of these experiments, an equal volume

(to the AHL stock) of 2.5 M sodium hydroxide was added and the solution was

thoroughly mixed. Again, routine 1H-NMR and T1 measurements were conducted

on these samples to obtain resonances associated with the native AHLs and deter-

mine repetition rate for hydrolysis studies. The lactone β-protons were selected for

hydrolysis measurements for their relatively small T1s (max T1 ca. 1.3 sec (AHL),

760 msec (AHS)). All spectra were calibrated to the resonance of DMSO in D2O.
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N -butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (C4):

1H-NMR (400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.67 (1H, dd, J = 10.6 Hz, 9.7 Hz), 4.57 (1H, ddd, J

= 9.2 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 4.41 (1H, ddd, J = 10.3 Hz, 9.3 Hz, 6.8 Hz), 2.64 (1H,

dddd, J = 12.6 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 6.9 Hz, 2.2 Hz), 2.36 (1H, dddd, J = 12.4 Hz, 10.9 Hz,

10.9 Hz, 9.4 Hz), 2.30 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.64 (2H, sx, J = 7.4 Hz), 0.94 (3H, t,

J = 7.4 Hz).

N -butyryl-L-homoserine (C4h):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.26 (dd, 1H, J = 9.4 Hz, 4.5 Hz), 3.70 (ABMX, 1H,

JAB= 11.3 Hz, JAM = 7.5 Hz, JAX = 5.0 Hz), 3.62 (ABMX, 1H, JAB= 11.2 Hz,

JBM = 7.7 Hz, JBX = 7.0 Hz), 2.29 (t, 2H, J = 7.4 Hz), 2.07 (dddd, 1H, Jgem =

14.1 Hz, JAM = 7.7 Hz, JBM = 7.7 Hz, J = 4.6 Hz), 1.87 (dddd, 1H, Jgem,MX =

14.1 Hz, JAX = 5.0 Hz, JBX = 6.6 Hz, J = 9.3 Hz), 1.65 (sx, 2H, J = 7.4 Hz), 0.94

(t, 3H, J = 7.4 Hz).

N -hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (C6):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.66 (1H, dd, J = 10.7 Hz, 9.6 Hz), 4.57 (1H, ddd, J

= 9.3 Hz, 9.3 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 4.41 (1H, ddd, J = 10.4 Hz, 9.3 Hz, 6.7 Hz), 2.64 (1H,

dddd, J = 12.6 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 6.9 Hz, 2.1 Hz), 2.35 (1H, dddd, J = 12.4 Hz, 10.8 Hz,

10.8 Hz, 9.4 Hz), 2.32 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.62 (2H, p, J = 7.2 Hz), 1.39–1.28 (4H,

m), 0.90 (3H, t, J = 7.0 Hz).

N -hexanoyl-L-homoserine (C6h):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.25 (dd, 1H, J = 9.4 Hz, 4.3 Hz), 3.70 (ABMX, 1H,

JAB= 11.1 Hz, JAM = 7.5 Hz, JAX = 5.0 Hz), 3.61 (ABMX, 1H, JAB= 11.1 Hz, JBM
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= 7.5 Hz, JBX = 7.2 Hz), 2.33 (A’B’X’2, 1H, JA′B′= 14.1 Hz, JA′X′
2
= 7.5), 2.28

(A’B’X’2, 1H, JA′B′= 14.1 Hz, JB′X′
2
= 7.2), 2.07 (dddd, 1H, Jgem,MX = 14.0 Hz,

JAM = 7.7 Hz, JBM = 7.7 Hz, J = 4.6 Hz), 1.86 (dddd, 1H, Jgem,MX = 14.2 Hz,

JAX = 5.1 Hz, JBX = 6.5 Hz, J = 9.3 Hz), 1.63 (p, 2H, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.42–1.25 (m,

4H), 0.90 (t, 3H, J = 6.9 Hz).

N -octanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (C8):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.66 (1H, dd, J = 10.6 Hz, 9.6 Hz), 4.57 (1H, ddd, J

= 9.2 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 4.41 (1H, ddd, J = 10.3 Hz, 9.3 Hz, 6.8 Hz), 2.64 (1H,

dddd, J = 12.6 Hz, 9.3 Hz, 6.8 Hz, 2.2 Hz), 2.42–2.28 (1H, m), 2.32 (2H, t, J =

7.3 Hz), 1.63 (2H, p, J = 7.2 Hz), 1.38–1.22 (9H, m), 0.88 (3H, t, J = 6.7 Hz).

N -octanoyl-L-homoserine (C8h):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.26 (dd, 1H, J = 9.4 Hz, 4.4 Hz), 3.70 (ABMX, 1H,

JAB= 11.2 Hz, JAM = 7.7 Hz, JAX = 4.9 Hz), 3.61 (ABMX, 1H, JAB= 11.2 Hz,

JBM = 7.5 Hz, JBX = 7.1 Hz), 2.34 (A’B’X’2, 1H, JA′B′= 14.1 Hz, JA′X′
2
= 7.4

Hz), 2.29 (A’B’X’2, 1H, JA′B′= 14.1 Hz, JB′X′
2
= 7.1 Hz), 2.08 (dddd, 1H, Jgem,MX

= 9.0 Hz, JAM = 7.6 Hz, JBM = 7.6 Hz, J = 4.7 Hz), 1.87 (dddd, 1H, Jgem,MX

= 14.0 Hz, JAX = 5.0 Hz, JBX = 6.6 Hz, J = 9.2 Hz), 1.62 (p, 2H, J = 6.5 Hz),

1.40–1.20 (m, 8H), 0.90 (t, 3H, J = 6.5 Hz).

N -3-oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3oxoC6):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.71 (1H, dd, J = 10.9, 9.5 Hz), 4.6 (1H, ddd, J =

9.2 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 4.42 (1H, ddd, J = 10.5 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 6.6Hz), 3.63 (2H, s),

2.70–2.64 (1H, m), 2.63 (2H, t, J = 7.2 Hz), 2.39 (1H, dddd, J = 12.5 Hz, 10.8 Hz,
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10.8 Hz, 9.3 Hz), 1.60 (2H, sx, J = 7.4 Hz), 0.91 (3H, t, J = 7.4 Hz).

N -3-oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine (3oxoC6h):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.30 (1H, dd, J = 8.9 Hz, 4.5 Hz), 3.71–3.63 (2H, m),

2.12–2.01 (1H, m), 2.07 (2H, t, J = 7.6 Hz), 1.87 (1H, dddd, J = 13.9 Hz, 8.6 Hz,

6.6 Hz, 5.4 Hz), 1.54 (2H, sx, J = 7.5 Hz), 0.91 (3H, t, J = 7.1 Hz).

N -3-oxooctanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3oxoC8):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.71 (1H, dd, J = 10.9 Hz, 9.5 Hz), 4.58 (1H, ddd,

J = 9.2 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 1.9 Hz), 4.42 (1H, ddd, J = 10.5 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 6.6 Hz), 3.63

(2H, s), 2.69–2.62 (1H, m), 2.65 (2H, t, J = 7.3 Hz), 2.38 (1H, dddd, J = 12.5 Hz,

10.8 Hz, 10.8 Hz, 9.3 Hz), 1.58 (2H, p, J = 7.3 Hz), 0.89 (3H, t, J = 7.0 Hz).

N -3-oxooctanoyl-L-homoserine (3oxoC8h):

1H-NMR(400 MHz, D2O, δ): 4.30 (1H, dd, J = 8.8 Hz, 4.6 Hz), 3.72–3.63 (2H,

m), 2.12–2.01 (1H, m), 2.08 (2H, t, J = 7.5 Hz), 1.86 (1H, dddd, J = 14.0 Hz,

8.9 Hz, 6.5 Hz, 5.3 Hz), 1.53 (2H, p, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.39–1.25 (4H, m), 0.90 (3H, t,

J = 6.9 Hz).

Typical Hydrolysis Experiment

0.1 M AHL stock solutions were prepared in DMSO-d6. An aliquot of stock so-

lution (30 µL for all but C8) was transferred to an NMR tube filled with 770

µL buffer solution and mixed thoroughly. Reaction progress was monitored by

periodic experiments. Due to the poor solubility of C8, 15 uL of its AHL stock
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solution were added to 785 µL of buffer solution. Experiments were conducted at

room (22◦C) temperature.

2.3 Supporting Spectral Data

Figure 2.5: 1H-NMR monitored hydrolysis of C6 to C6h in “pH” 9.5 carbonate
buffer
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Figure 2.6: 1H-NMR monitored hydrolysis of C8 to C8h in “pH” 9.5 carbonate
buffer

Figure 2.7: 1H-NMR monitored hydrolysis of 3oxoC6 to 3oxoC6h in “pH” 9.5
carbonate buffer
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Figure 2.8: 1H-NMR monitored hydrolysis of 3oxoC8 to 3oxoC8h in “pH” 9.5
carbonate buffer

Figure 2.9: 1H-NMR spectrum of C4 in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)
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Figure 2.10: 1H-NMR spectrum of C4h in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)

Figure 2.11: 1H-NMR spectrum of C6 in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)
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Figure 2.12: 1H-NMR spectrum of C6h in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)

Figure 2.13: 1H-NMR spectrum of C8 in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)
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Figure 2.14: 1H-NMR spectrum of C8h in D2O calibrated against residual DMSO
peak (2.71 ppm)

Figure 2.15: 1H-NMR spectrum of 3oxoC6 in D2O calibrated against residual
DMSO peak (2.71 ppm)
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Figure 2.16: 1H-NMR spectrum of 3oxoC6h in D2O calibrated against residual
DMSO peak (2.71 ppm)

Figure 2.17: 1H-NMR spectrum of 3oxoC8 in D2O calibrated against residual
DMSO peak (2.71 ppm)
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Figure 2.18: 1H-NMR spectrum of 3oxoC8h in D2O calibrated against residual
DMSO peak (2.71 ppm)
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Chapter 3

Binding Affinity of AHLs with

β-CDs

In the previous chapter, we established that it is essential for AHL-related studies

— especially binding studies, as we are interested in the use of macrocycles for

encapsulation of AHLs, in part — to be performed under conditions where AHLs

are stable. Otherwise, the results obtained by the study could represent the asso-

ciation of the native AHL, its hydrolysis product, or a statistical mixture of the

two with the macrocycle being considered. In the case of AHLs, these conditions

would be acidic to neutral; for their hydrolysis products, neutral to alkaline.19

At the time our hydrolysis study was published, whether AHL hydrolysis prod-

ucts and their precurors behaved differently with respect to macrocycle complex

formation was unknown. We asserted that because AHL hydrolysis products bear

formal negative charges (as carboxylates) and possess three additional hydrogen

bonding sites with which they could interact with the aqueous environment, that

they should be more hydrophilic than AHLs and, therefore, less likely to form
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inclusion complexes; i.e., AHL hydrolysis products would have lower binding con-

stants than AHLs. We wanted to settle whether this was the case. However, before

doing so, we needed to consider all conditions that could affect binding constant

assays because pH is not the only factor.

Also mentioned in the previous chapter, AHLs are known to form micelles

above the species’ critical micelle concentration (CMC).74 This transition occurs

at fairly low concentrations, which adds another constraint to the system. Though

we claimed that micelle formation likely would not significantly affect hydrolysis

kinetics, we do not believe this is true of association phenomena, especially those

driven by the hydrophobic effect. As an example, we can consider the phenolph-

thalein indicator displacement assay used by Morohoshi et al. for binding constant

estimation of C6 with various cyclodextrins.

In the phenolphthalein indicator displacement method, the free indicator (In)

is mixed with a fixed concentration of free cyclodextrin (CD) to establish an equi-

librium of free and complexed forms, with the complex denoted as {In:CD}.

In+ CD ⇀↽ {In : CD} (3.1)

In the case of phenolphthalein, formation of the complex decolorizes the system.

The analyte of interest (e.g., an AHL) is then added to the system, whose equilib-

rium is established, perturbing it.

{In : CD}+ AHL ⇀↽ {AHL : CD}+ In (3.2)

The indicator is displaced from the CD and, in the case of the phenolphthalein

system, recolorizes the solution. Based on the intensity of recolorization at different
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concentrations of analyte added, the binding constant for the analyte of interest

with the cyclodextrin can be determined.54 This method, however, breaks (or

becomes significantly more complicated) when micelles produced by the analyte of

interest — or other competing equilibria — are present.

It is reasonable to assume that if the analyte of interest could form micelles,

the indicator whose association with CD is driven by the hydrophobic effect, would

also incorporate into the micelle.

In+micelle ⇀↽ {In : micelle} (3.3)

Without pursuing this much further, this newly introduced equilibrium would

seemingly disrupt the initially established association constant that describes the

{In:CD} complex formation. The phenolphthalein indicator displacement method

used by Morohoshi and coworkers, apart from the inappropriate pH, fails for this

reason as well. In effect, it is unclear whether the solution recolorization is the

result of the indicator being displaced by AHL or the partitioning of the indicator

between association with the macrocycle and potential micelles. This suggests that

the concentration for the analyte of interest also has a boundary condition with it,

limiting the techniques available for its study.∗ For example, NMR requires fairly

high solute concentrations where, reasonably, AHLs could form micelles. As such,

NMR was ruled out as a method for determining binding constants.

∗This discovery came after various indicator displacement methods were investigated includ-
ing those of methyl red, methyl orange, methylene blue, and benzoquinoline. Benzoquinoline,
along with other fluorophores, has been used to determine CMCs. We observed changes in
benzoquinoine fluorescence at approximately 125 µM C6, suggesting aggregation of C6 at con-
centrations well below that used for indicator displacement or NMR-based methods.
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Limited by the instrumentation available and the need for dilute analyte con-

centration to prevent aggregation, we reasoned that native AHLs were not required

to evaluate differences in binding behavior between native and hydrolyzed forms.

We decided that synthetic AHLs whose acyl tails bore fluorophores would be ideal

because fluorescence spectroscopy is sensitive to very low concentration and fluo-

rophore complexation with macrocycles —or, more commonly “docking”— induces

changes in fluorescence intensity as a result of a fluorophore experiencing a differ-

ent dielectric environment. To that end, we synthesized three fluorescent AHLs (1

- 3, Figure 3.1), whose acyl tails contain biphenyl (1), napthalene (2), and indole

(3) moieties and studied their fluorescence intensity at low concentrations under

near-neutral pH conditions in the presence of increasing concentrations of β-CD to

determine their association constants. Importantly, the carboxylic acids precursors

of these species are not documented to form micelles, unlike native AHLs. The

same analysis was performed for the corresponding homoserines upon complete

hydrolysis of the respective lactone.

Briefly, the fluorescence of a solution at low analyte concentration†, can be

considered to be the sum of the fluorescence of each species present in solution. The

fluorescence of each species is given by the concentration of the species (denoted

in brackets, e.g., [A]) multiplied by a fluorescence efficiency factor, ϕ. For our

system composed of a synthetic AHL (guest, G), β-cyclodextrin (host, H), and the

complex (HG), we could write the fluorescence as shown in Equation 3.4.

F = [G]ϕG + [H]ϕH + [HG]ϕHG (3.4)

†Generally, this is where absorbance is <0.05.
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of the fluorescent synthetic AHL analogues used
in this study to evaluate relative binding strengths of AHLs and their hydrolysis
products with β-CD.

Assuming the macrocycle’s fluorescence is trivial, the fluorescence can be rewritten,

only considering the fluorescent AHL.

F = [G]ϕG + [HG]ϕHG (3.5)

With an unknown association constant, the concentration of AHL and complex

can rarely be known in solution. However, the above equation can be rewritten in

terms of one unknown, i.e., the concentration of {CD:AHL} complex. G0 denotes

the analytical or total concentration of AHL in solution.

F = (G0 − [HG])ϕG + [HG]ϕHG (3.6)

By first observing the fluorescence in the absence of macrocycle and then moni-

toring it in the presence of increasing concentrations of macrocycle, the binding

or association constant (Kassoc) can be calculated. Historically, this has been per-
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formed using a linearization method, known as the Benesi-Hildebrand method.‡

∆ F = (G0 − [HG])ϕG + [HG]ϕHG −G0ϕG (3.7)

The above equation simplifies as shown in Equation 3.8 below, where ∆ϕ represents

the difference in fluorescence efficiency factor between the free and complexed

species.

∆ F = [HG](ϕHG − ϕG) = [HG]∆ϕ (3.8)

With this measurable quantity in hand, we can now consider the binding or asso-

ciation constant, Kassoc.

The association constant for a system with 1:1 stoichiometry is given by Equa-

tion 3.9.

Kassoc =
[HG]

[H][G]
(3.9)

This equation can be leveraged to describe the binding isotherm (f) or fraction of

bound fluorophore in this example.

f =
[HG]

G0

=
K × [H]

1 +K × [H]
(3.10)

By moving the analytical concentration of guest to the right hand side and inserting

‡Technically, this is a modified Benesi-Hildebrand method because the original method was
used for absorbance, though it is applicable to numerous techniques.
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the resulting value of [HG] into Equation 3.8, we arrive at Equation 3.11

∆ F = ∆ϕ
K ×G0 × [H]

1 +K × [H]
(3.11)

Inverting Equation 3.11, we arrive at the Benesi-Hildebrand equation, below.

1

∆ F
=

1

K ×G0 × [H]×∆ϕ
+

1

G0 ×∆ϕ
(3.12)

Under the assumption that the host is present in significant excess to the guest

(i.e., [H]0 >> [G]0), the equation can be further simplified to be written in terms of

total concentration of host (H0). Provided the host and guest form a 1:1 complex,

a plot of the inverse change in fluorescence against the inverse analytical host

concentration (∆F−1 vs. H−1
0 ) should be linear and afford the association constant

by dividing the intercept by the slope.

Alternatively, the advancement of computational methods (and the machines

that handle them) has allowed for a more precise solution that does not rely on the

assumptions of one reagent being in excess of the other. The association constant

expressed in Equation 3.9 can be written in terms of one unknown variable, the

complex’s concentration, using the total concentration of the host and guest in

solution (described previously for the guest).

Kassoc =
[HG]

(H0 − [HG])(G0 − [HG])
(3.13)

This can plainly be rearranged to give the quadratic expression in Equation 3.14

[HG]2 − (H0 +G0 +
1

Kassoc

)[HG] +H0G0 = 0 (3.14)
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whose solution is given by Equation 3.15.

[HG] =
1

2

((
H0 +G0 +

1

Kassoc

)
−

√(
H0 +G0 +

1

Kassoc

)2

− 4H0G0

)
(3.15)

Notably, only the negative root is a solution because the positive root would allow

for the complex to exist even in the absence of one reagent.

Fitting the fluorescence data with Equations 3.7 and 3.15 using non-linear

regression (NLR) methods (e.g., Simplex algorithm) also affords the association

constant. However, this method is not dependent on the assumptions used in the

Benesi-Hildebrand method. For our study, we elected to perform the experiment

under conditions where the Benesi-Hildebrand equation was applicable; however,

for binding constant determination, we used NLR computation methods as they

are currently preferred in the literature.

3.1 Results and Discussion

3.1.1 Association Constants of Synthetic, Fluorescent AHLs

Our investigation into the binding behavior of synthetic AHLs with β-CD be-

gan with N -biphenylacetyl-L-homoserine lactone (1), whose acyl tail precursor

(biphenylacetic acid) is known to form an inclusion complex with the macrocycle

through both solubility studies and X-ray crystallography.83–85 The crystal struc-

ture solved by Wang et al. indicated that the biphenyl moiety docked within the

macrocycle’s inner cavity.85 Using fluorescence spectroscopy to monitor this com-

plexation, we would expect that because the biphenyl enters a different chemical
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environment upon docking, its fluorescence behavior would change and, indeed,

a change was observed (Figure 3.2). Fluorescence intensity was significantly de-

creased in the presence of increasing concentrations of CD along with a slight

bathochromic shift (2 nm). Application of the Benesi-Hildebrand equation to the

fluorescence data at λmax (315 nm) afforded a linear plot, suggesting that 1, like

its carboxylic acid precursor, formed a 1:1 stoichiometric complex. The calculated

association constant for this method was 3750±160 M−1. Using the NLR method

described above, we computed the association constant to be 3850± 160 M−1, in

agreement with the Benesi-Hildebrand derived value. Notably, these two values

should have and did agree because cyclodextrin was present in significant excess.

Based on the change in fluorescence behavior, one could reasonably infer that

the biphenyl region docks within the macrocycle’s cavity, given that fluorescence

behavior is highly sensitive to changes in the analyte’s chemical environment as

well as the known association behavior of biphenylacetic acid with β-CD. However,

the fluorescence titration experiment described by Figure 3.2 does not explicitly

provide structural details regarding the {β − CD : 1} complex. To that end, we

pursued 2D-ROESY NMR , a technique that identifies nuclei that are located in

close spatial proximity to one another.

Like any 2D-NMR experiment, resonances with crosspeaks are correlated with

one another. In the context of 2D-ROESY NMR, the correlation is indicative of

close spatial proximity of the two nuclei. For CDs, 2D-ROESY NMR should pro-

duce crosspeaks between the docking region of the guest molecule and the internal

hydrogens of the CD cavity (i.e., H3 and H5). Shown in Figure 3.2, the internal

resonances of β-CD are correlated with the aromatic protons of the biphenyl moi-

ety, confirming the fluorophore docked within the cyclodextrin cavity. Taken with
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Figure 3.2: (top) Fluorescence titration of 1 (1.8 µM) with increasing concen-
trations of β-CD (0 mM to 5.3 mM) with (inset) fitting to 1:1 binding isotherm
determined by non-linear regression (NLR) analysis at λmax = 315 nm. (middle)
2D-ROESY NMR indicating binding by cross-peaks between biphenyl moiety aro-
matic protons of 1 (7.56 ppm and 7.48 ppm) and the internal hydrogens (H3:
3.95 ppm and H5: 3.82 ppm) of the macrocycle’s hydrophobic cavity ([β-CD] =
2 mM, [1]=0.2 mM). Cross-peak between resonances at 7.4 and 3.75 ppm arise
from 1 aromatic resonances and acyl α-protons. (bottom) Mass spectrum obtained
for {β-CD:1}
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the known association behavior and geometry of biphenylacetic acid, we proposed

that molecules with similar complex-forming regions, which we termed complex-

ophores, demonstrate similar modes of association. Thus, we were encouraged

that synthetic AHLs 2 and 3 would also form inclusion complexes with β-CD. In

addition to the crosspeaks with the internal hydrogens of CD, we also observed

crosspeaks between the aromatic resonances and β-CD’s H6 resonance (located on

the primary face). This suggests that the biphenyl can dock well within the cavity

with the lactone projecting from either face. To further support the existence of

the {β − CD : 1} complex, we performed electron spray ionization mass spec-

troscopy (ESI-MS) on a methanolic mixture of 1 and β-CD in hopes of observing

free 1, free β-CD, and the complex. To our delight, we observed each of these

species as its sodium adduct.

Encouraged by the binding behavior of 1 with β-CD, we probed the binding

behavior of N -(β-naphthyl)acetyl-L-homoserine lactone (2). In the presence of

β-CD, the fluorescence of 2 increased dramatically, similar to the behavior of a

related compound, β-naphthoxyacetic acid.86 Also, upon increasing concentrations

of CD, the spectra underwent a slight bathochromic shift (2 nm). NLR analysis

of the fluorescence intensities at λmax (334 nm) yielded a 1:1 isotherm to which

the data was well-fitted, with an association constant of 395 ± 15 M−1. We also

pursued ESI-MS to further confirm the existence of a complex and, like with 1,

found the two free species and their complex (Figure 3.3) as their sodium adducts.

The fluorescence behavior of N -(3-indole)butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (3) was

also affected upon titration with increasing concentrations of β-CD, exhibiting flu-

orescence enhancement along with a hypsochromic shift (7 nm). This change is

consistent with the behavior of 3-indolebutyric acid, its carboxylic acid precur-
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Figure 3.3: (top) Fluorescence titration of 2 (2.9 µM) with increasing concen-
trations of β-CD (0 mM to 7.4 mM) with (inset) fitting to 1:1 binding isotherm
determined by non-linear regression (NLR) analysis at λmax = 333 nm. (bottom)
ESI-MS spectrum of free 2, free CD, and {β-CD:2} complex.

sor, which is known to form an inclusion complex with β-CD.87 Both the Benesi-

Hildebrand and NLR treatment of the fluorescence data at λmax strongly indicated

a 1:1 binding stoichiometry to which the data was well-fit, with an association con-

stant of 374 ± 10M−1. Additionally, we confirmed the existence of the complex

using ESI-MS and observed all necessary species (Figure 3.4).

3.1.2 Association Constants of Hydrolysis Products

As mentioned earlier, the principal purpose of this investigation was to determine

whether native and hydrolyzed AHLs behaved differently with respect to binding
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Figure 3.4: (top) Fluorescence titration of 3 (8.7 µM) with increasing concen-
trations of β-CD (0 mM to 7.4 mM) with (inset) fitting to 1:1 binding isotherm
determined by non-linear regression (NLR) analysis at λmax = 360 nm. (bottom)
ESI-MS spectrum of free 3, free CD, and {β-CD:3} complex.

to cyclodextrin. Having performed the binding constant determination study for

the synthetic AHLs 1-3 and with the benefit of their natural, albeit slow, hydrolysis

under near-neutral conditions, we allowed the aqueous stock solutions of synthetic

AHLs 1 and 2 to sit at room temperature for two weeks. Notably, synthetic AHL

3, bearing an indole, was excluded from analysis due to a discoloration observed

and presumed byproducts. Over the course of those two weeks, the solutions were

monitored by TLC (4:1 ethyl acetate/hexanes, vis. by UV); the spot associated

with the AHL (Rf ∼ 0.4) diminished while a new spot (Rf = 0) emerged. This new

species was taken to be the hydrolysis product. Importantly, because the presumed

hydrolysis product did not move off the baseline, it suggests that it is more polar—
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Table 3.1: Binding constants (Kassoc) of synthetic AHLs tested in this study

Species Binding Constanta (Kassoc, M
−1)

1 3850 ± 170
1h 2920 ± 180
2 395 ± 15
2h 337 ± 16
3 374 ± 10

a Reported binding constants represented the error-weighted mean obtained from five indepen-
dent fluorescence titration experiments. Errors reported represent 3σ (99.7% confidence) about
the error-weighted mean.

or, in this case, hydrophilic— which is consistent with the observations made by

Dong and coworkers while inspecting AHL hydrolysis products by HPLC-MS.20

The trends noted for 1 and 2 were similarly seen in their hydrolysis products,

1h and 2h, respectively. However, as we anticipated based on their molecular

composition relative to their precursors, these species exhibited lesser affinity for

binding with β-CD (Table 3.1). In the case of 1 and 1h, the hydrolysis product

binds with β-CD ∼ 25% less strongly than the intact lactone. A ∼ 15% decrease

in binding affinity is seen between 2 and 2h. This suggests that, indeed, there is a

weaker affinity of AHL hydrolysis products to bind with CD than their precursors,

which would indeed bias assay results like those of Morohoshi and coworkers, who

performed an indicator displacement assay under conditions where AHLs readily

hydrolyze, in a non-trivial manner.

Independent of the three additional hydrogen bonding sites that hydrolyzed

AHLs bear relative to their precurors, binding constant decrease upon charge

adoption alone is quite common. For example, above its pKa, the binding con-

stant of biphenylacetic acid is lower than that below its pKa.
88 It may, perhaps,

be of interest to tease out the effect of the additional hydrogen bonding sites by
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synthesizing the methyl esters of 1h and 2h and evaluating their binding affinity

with β-CD.

3.1.3 Implications of Binding Affinities

As stated at the outset, the main purpose of this study was to determine whether

AHLs and their hydrolysis products behaved differently with respect to associa-

tion to macrocycles, particularly β-CD. The results discussed in the previous two

sections establish that, indeed, there is a difference. However, this study was not

only focused on answering this physical organic question. It also probed another

aspect of quorum sensing inhibition; namely, the feasibility of using β-CD as a

delivery vehicle for various synthetic AHL analogues (SAHLAs).

SAHLAs have been remarkably successful at modulating QS-mediated traits

and, since reporting an efficient solid-phase supported synthetic method, the Black-

well lab has made significant contributions to the field by generating and screening

an extensive SAHLA library for bioactivity. This library is composed of AHLs with

native and inverted stereochemistry, acyl tails of various length and composition,

and various atomic substitutions to slightly alter molecular behavior.35–40 Many

of the compounds that demonstrate bioactivity, though, have native lactone stere-

ochemistry and acyl tails that contain aromatic groups, which are particularly

hydrophobic. As such — and like native AHLs — these compounds are poorly

soluble under aqueous conditions. To study their effects, SAHLAs are often intro-

duced from DMSO stock solutions, which, itself, introduces complications because

DMSO is known to alter membrane permeability. DMSO also, despite being used

in medical formulations, can induce adverse effects in patients (e.g., nausea and

vomiting)89.
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Cyclodextrins have long been used by pharmaceutical and agricultural indus-

tries to enhance solubility, molecular stability, and availability of poorly soluble

compounds to their target sites (e.g., chemotherapeutic agents).90 They are bio-

compatible and do not have the associated side effects experienced by patients ex-

posed to DMSO. Conveniently, β-CD also forms inclusion complexes with SAHLAs

1-3, which, in addition to having fluorophores in their acyl tails allowing their bind-

ing behavior to be studied by spectrofluorimetry, are also rather effective AHL

receptor antagonists.

SAHLA 1 is an inhibitor of TraR91 (Agrobacterium tumefaciens, Ti plasmid

replication and conjugation)92–94, LuxR91 (Vibrio fischeri, bioluminescence)3,95,

and QscR96 (P. aeruginosa, “anti-virulence”) circuits97. SAHLA 2 is an inhibitor

of RhlR98 (P. aeruginosa, host evasion and biofilm development)99,100. SAHLA 3 is

an antagonist for the LuxR receptor that controls bioluminescence in V. fischeri 91.

Because we established these three compounds form inclusion complexes with β-

CD, we presumed that the macrocycle could be used as a delivery vehicle. Ideally,

the binding constant should be higher for more effective transport; however, this

could be easily achieved by selective modifications (e.g., permethylation) to extend

the macrocycle’s hydrophobic cavity and better accommodate the SAHLA. On top

of that, because the ring-closed forms preferentially bind to β-CD, it suggested that

productive complexes (i.e., those with antagonists) would be formed preferentially

to those that have hydrolyzed.

3.1.4 Combining Anti-QS Strategies Improves Efficacy

We suspected, though, that CDs might have a more interesting effect than just

delivering SAHLAs due to their known interaction with native AHLs.43–45,56 Car-
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Figure 3.5: Cartoon of proposed SAHLA-CD synergistic actions where (a)
SAHLA:CD complexes are deployed, SAHLA is released and SAHLA binds to
AHL receptors; (b) free native AHL is captured by now-vacant CD cavity, which
leads to (c) fewer free AHLs in the chemical environment

tooned in Figure 3.5, we envisioned CDs impregnated with SAHLAs could be

deployed to a particular environment, where they would release the antagonists in

accordance with their association constant. Because SAHLAs are antagonists of

the AHL-receptor protein, they out-compete AHLs. Thus, because the SAHLA

concentration is shifted towards a receptor bound form, the CDs that delivered

them would be capable of uptaking the native AHLs that are available in the

environment (as they are not being bound by their receptor due to SAHLA antag-

onism), thereby reducing the overall concentration of free AHL in the environment

and inhibiting QS-based activities.

To test this hypothesis, we synthesized another SAHLA (4, Figure 3.6), derived

from 3-phenylpropanoic acid, which is a moderate inhibitor of the Pseudomonas

LasR-circuit.91 and evaluated whether it would form a complex with β-CD using

ESI-MS. To our delight, our ESI-MS results indicated that a complex with 1:1

stoichiometry existed (Figure 3.6). Thus, we proceeded to an in vivo viablity assay

using wildtype P. aeruignosa PA01 with the C. elegans, a model host eukaryote.
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In this assay, C. elegans are transferred to plates containing P. aeruginosa in the

presence of β-CD, SAHLA 4, or both and evaluated for viability at 12 and 24 hours

time-points. Because C. elegans is a bacteriovore and P. aeruginosa has deleterious

effects, any improvement to C. elegans viability relative to the untreated control

by any of these reagents would be a positive result.
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Figure 3.6: (top) Molecular structure of SAHLA 4 that inhibits LasR in P. aerugi-
nosa and ESI-MS spectrum confirming 4 forms a 1:1 complex with β-CD. (bottom)
Results of C. elegans viability assay indicating that when 10 µM 4 and 50 µM β-
CD are coapplied, viability at 12 hours (white bars) and 24 hours (grey bars)
is dramatically increased, implying additive/synergistic effects. Results are the
average of 3 trials (N=50 worms/treatment/trial). Error bars represent SE. ’*’
indicates p-value < 0.05, ’**’ indicates p-values < 0.01.
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Shown in Figure 3.6 (bottom) C. elegans viability was improved by β-CD and 4

at the 12 hour time-point. However, this was short-lived; there was no statistically

significant difference between the control and either of these treatments at the 24

hour time-point. The combination, though, behaved differently. At both 12 and

24 hour time-points, C. elegans viability was improved, indicating that these two

species can work additively, if not synergistically, with one another if co-applied.

At the same time that this work was published, Li et al. were considering

a similar approach of combination therapies on P. aeruginosa infection involving

CDs, a known QS-receptor antagonist,§ and two different antibiotics (erythromycin

and rifampicin).65 This approach of combining different therapeutic treatments has

great promise in that it targets multiple pathogenic pathways that work compli-

mentarily with one another. Another logical extension of this type of work would

be the delivery of SAHLAs/antibiotics using glycan-modified cyclodextrins, which

would presumably operate similarly to their corresponding calixarenes101 in block-

ing biofilm formation, therein targeting (1) the underlying infection, (2) pathogenic

process that leads to biofilm formation/virulence factor production (both SAHLA

and CD sequestration of native AHLs), and (3) the formation of biofilm by the

glycan-CD should the QS be activated.

3.1.5 Implication of AHL/Homoserine Binding Differential

That our predication about relative binding strengths of synthetic AHLs and their

lactonolysis products with β-CD was correct and that CDs could thus be used

§The antagonist used was 5,6-dimethyl-2-aminobenzimidazole, whose mechanism of action is
similar to that of the SAHLAs used in these binding studies.
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as a delivery vehicle with potential complimentary/synergistic action are certainly

pluses. However, the core of our pursuit did not stop there. We were interested in

a means of leveraging the binding differential between native and hydrolyzed AHLs

towards better attenuating and/or preventing QS-regulated phenotypes. If only

CDs could be modified with some group capable of catalyzing lactone hydrolysis,

the binding differential that exists between these species could be exploited to set

up a natural turnover cycle wherein, upon hydrolysis, the homoserine products

would be expelled from the CD cavity by the more strongly binding native AHLs,

ideally ad infinitum. With that in mind, we turned our attention to the synthesis

and testing of artificial lactonases, similar to AiiA, the AHL lactonase produced

by B. thuringiensis mentioned in Chapter 1, first probing the molecular basis of

catalysis and then the application of that knowledge towards an artificial AHL

lactonase.

3.2 Experimental Details

3.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation

L-homoserine (98%) was obtained from AABlocks and was converted, as needed, to

homoserine lactone hydrochloride by reflux with 4M hydrochloric acid and evapora-

tion to dryness. 4-Biphenylacetic acid (98%) was purchased from Acros Organics.

2-Naphthylacetic acid (99%) and indole-3-butyric acid (98%) were purchased from

AlfaAesar. 3-Phenylpropanoic acid (95%) was purchased from Enamine, LLC. Tri-

ethylamine (99%) was purchased from Acros Organics. N -(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-

N ’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC-HCl) was purchased from CreoSalus.

Dichloromethane was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Ethyl acetate and Hexanes
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were purchased from VWR. All reagents were used without further purification.

The identities of products were confirmed using 1H- and 13C-NMR, as well as

mass spectroscopy. All NMR spectra were collected using Bruker Avance 400 MHz

spectrometers at 22.0± 0.5 ◦C. Mass spectra were collected using an Agilent 6560

IM-QTOF mass spectrometer (MS).

MS samples were prepared by dissolving samples in LC-MS grade methanol (10

µg/mL) and sonicating for 10 minutes. MS samples were then direct infused at

15 µL/min with positive mode electrospray ionization (ESI). The samples were also

analyzed after addition of 20 µg/mL β-CD. Noncovalent complexes were identified

by accurate mass as primarily the [M+CD+Na]+ and [2M+CD+2Na]+2 adducts.

Collision cross section (CCS) was measured for all complexes.

Absorbance spectra were collected using a Jasco V-650 Spectrophotometer cal-

ibrated against a blank of phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.3). Fluorescence

measurements were performed using a Jobin Yvon Horiba Fluoromax-3 fluorimeter

and were corrected for the spectral response of the instrument.

Melting points were observed visually using a MelTemp-II apparatus.

3.2.2 AHL Synthesis

Following the procedure of Ruysbergh82 et al. for synthesizing native AHLs with

slight modification, compounds 1, 2, and 4 were prepared by first dissolving freshly

synthesized homoserine lactone hydrochloride (275 mg, 2 mmol) in deionized wa-

ter (15 mL) and treating the resulting solution with the corresponding carboxylic

acid (2 mmol), EDC-HCl (380 mg, 2 mmol, 1 equiv.), and triethylamine (300 µL,

2.15 mmol, 1 equiv.). The reaction mixture was stirred vigorously overnight at

room temperature, diluted with deionized water (15 mL), and extracted with ethyl
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acetate (3 x 50 mL). The combined organic phases were washed successively with

saturated sodium bicarbonate and brine solutions (30 mL each), dried over an-

hydrous sodium sulfate, and concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation. Flash

silica chromatography (4:1 ethyl acetate/hexanes, visualized by UV and ninhydrin

staining) afforded the desired synthetic AHL in moderate yield as a white solid.

Compound 3 was prepared by charging a round-bottomed flask in an ice-water

bath with freshly synthesized homoserine lactone hydrochloride (275 mg, 2 mmol),

EDC-HCl (380 mg, 2 mmol, 1 equiv.), and 3-indolebutyric acid (410 mg, 2 mmol,

1 equiv.). To these solids were added dichloromethane (15 mL) and triethylamine

(580 µL, 4 mmol, 2 equiv.). The reaction mixture was warmed to room temper-

ature and vigorously stirred overnight, then diluted with ethyl acetate (30 mL)

and extracted with dI water 30 mL. The aqueous phase was further extracted

with ethyl acetate (2 x 30 mL). The combined organic layers were washed succes-

sively with saturated sodium bicarbonate and brine solutions (30 mL each), dried

over anhydrous sodium sulfate, and concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation.

Flash chromatography (4:1 ethyl acetate/hexanes, visualized by UV and ninhydrin

staining) afforded 3 as a white solid.

N -(4-biphenyl)acetyl-L-homoserine lactone (1):

1H-NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3, δ): 7.62-7.56 (4H, m), 7.48-7.42 (2H, m), 7.39-7.32

(3H), 6.05 (1H, d, J = 3.6 Hz), 4.54 (1H, ddd, J = 11.6, 8.7, 6.0 Hz), 4.44 (1H,

ddd, J = 9.0, 9.0, 0.9 Hz), 4.26 (1H, ddd, J = 11.2, 9.3, 6.0 Hz), 3.67 (2H, s),

2.81 (1H, dddd, J = 12.7, 8.4, 5.9, 1.1 Hz), 2.12 (1H, dddd, J = 12.4, 11.5, 11.5,

8.9 Hz); 13C-NMR (100 MHz; CDCl3, δ): 175.22, 171.62, 140.66, 140.61, 133.11,

129.98, 128.96, 127.96, 127.59, 127.19, 66.15, 49.54, 43.02, 30.43; Melting Point:
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173-175 ◦C; Mass (m/z, [M+Na]+): (theor.) 318.11061, (found) 318.1115; Yield:

65%.

N -(2-naphthalene)acetyl-L-homoserine lactone (2):

1H-NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3, δ): 7.87 (3H), 7.74 (1H, s), 7.53-7.46 (2H, ‘dd’), 6.00

(1H, d, NH, J = 4.2 Hz), 4.51 (1H, ddd, J = 11.6, 8.6, 6.1 Hz), 4.41 (1H, ddd, J

= 9.2, 8.9, 0.6 Hz), 4.23 (1H, ddd, J = 11.1, 9.3, 6.0 Hz), 3.79 (2H, s), 2.76 (1H,

dddd, J = 12.7, 8.5, 5.9, 1.2 Hz), 2.08 (1H, dddd, J = 12.3, 11.4, 11.4, 9.0 Hz);

13C-NMR (100 MHz; CDCl3, δ): 175.13, 171.62, 133.71, 132.78, 131.64, 129.13,

128.52, 127.91, 127.86, 127.27, 126.67, 126.35, 66.11, 49.49, 43.62, 30.34; Melting

Point: 193-195 ◦C; Mass (m/z, [M+Na]+): (theor.) 292.0956, (found) 292.09496;

Yield: 39%.

N -(3-indole)butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (3):

1H-NMR (400 MHz; MeOD-d4, δ): 7.53 (1H, d, J = 7.8 Hz), 7.31 (1H, d, J =

8.1 Hz), 7.07 (1H, “t”), 7.03 (1H, s), 6.98 (1H, “t”) 4.58 (1H, dd, J = 10.8, 9.3 Hz),

4.41 (1H, td, J = 9.0, 1.8 Hz), 4.27 (1H, ddd, J = 10.4, 9.1, 6.6 Hz), 2.8 (2H, t, J

= 7.4 Hz), 2.51 (1H, dddd, J = 12.3, 9.0, 6.7, 2.1 Hz), 2.30 (2H,t, J = 7.5 Hz), 2.23

(1H, dddd, J = 12.1, 10.7, 10.7, 9.3 Hz), 2.02 (2H, p, J = 7.4 Hz). 13C-NMR (100

MHz; MeOD-d4, δ):177.63, 176.45, 138.39, 128.94, 123.22, 119.56, 119.56, 115.75,

112.28, 67.30, 50.02, 36.52, 29.76, 27.65, 25.66. Melting Point: 63-65 ◦C; Mass

(m/z, [M+Na]+): (theor.) 309.12151, (found) 309.1221; Yield: 50%.
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N -(3-phenylpropanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (4):

1H-NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3, δ): 7.32-7.25 (2H), 7.24-7.16 (3H), 6.07 (1H, d, NH,

J = 4.2 Hz), 4.53 (1H, ddd, J = 11.5, 8.5, 6.1 Hz), 4.43 (1H, t, J = 8.9 Hz), 4.26

(1H, ddd, J = 11.1, 9.4, 5.9 Hz), 2.97 (2H, t, ABX2, JAX = JBX = 7.7 Hz), 2.78

(1H, dddd, J = 12.6, 8.3, 5.9, 1.0 Hz), 2.58 (1H, ABX2, JAB = 14.9 Hz, JAX2 =

7.6), 2.53 (1H, ABX2, JAB = 14.9 Hz, JBX2 = 8.0 Hz), 2.03 (1H, dddd, J = 11.8,

11.8, 11.8, 9.1 Hz); 13C-NMR (100 MHz; CDCl3, δ):175.60, 172.87, 140.64, 128.78,

128.55, 126.58, 66.27, 49.42, 38.06, 31.62, 30.64; Melting Point:146-148 ºC; Mass

(m/z, [M+Na]+): (theor.) 256.09496, (found) 256.0959; Yield: 44 %.

3.2.3 Binding Constant Determination

Methanolic stock solutions of AHLs 1, 2, and 3 were prepared and subsequently

diluted with PBS (pH 7.3) to 90 µM, 145 µM, and 435 µM, respectively ([MeOH]

= 2% v/v). An aqueous β-CD stock (10.6 mM) was prepared by dissolving the

macrocycle in PBS. For binding constant determination studies, 100 µL aliquots of

aqueous AHL stock solution were transferred into 5 mL volumetric flasks charged

with varying amounts of β-CD stock solution and filled to the mark with PBS

([MeOH] < 0.04% v/v). Solutions were inverted and left to equilibrate for 15

minutes prior to performing fluorescence measurements.

For 1, the excitation and emission wavelengths were selected to be 254 nm

and 315 nm. For 2, the excitation and emission wavelengths were selected to be

277 nm and 334 nm. For 3, the excitation and emission wavelengths were selected

to be 280 nm and 360 nm. All spectra were collected with increments of 1 nm,

integration times of 0.05 sec, and bandwidths (both emission and excitation) of
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3 nm.

Fitting the fluorescence data with Equations 3.7 and 3.15 using the Simplex

algorithm afforded the association constants and fluorescence efficiency factor of

the host:guest complex102. The fluorescence efficiency factor of the guest was

determined by dividing the fluorescence of the null/guest only solution by ana-

lyte concentration. Initial guesses for the association constants were the associ-

ation constants determined by the Benesi-Hildebrand method while guesses for

the host:guest complex fluorescence quantum efficiency factor were input as the

fluorescence of the highest β-CD concentration solution divided by the analyte

concentration.

Binding constant determination studies were performed with five replicates.

The values reported reflect the weighted mean of those results and the error indi-

cates 3 SE (99.7% confidence interval) about the reported average.

3.2.4 2D-ROESY NMR Experiments

Synthetic AHLs dissolved in CD3OD were combined with β-CD in D2O. For all

samples, CD3OD was kept at 2%. Spectra were recorded on Brucker AVANCE

III 800 MHz spectrometer at a transmitter frequency of 799.9 MHz with a Bruker

TCI H-C/N-D 5mm cryo probe at 12◦C. 1H 1D spectra were taken before and after

2D spectra to determine if any hydrolysis of AHL occurred. EASY-ROESY103

experiments were collected with a 200 ms ROESY mixing time, a spectral width

of 10.02172 ppm, acquisition time of 255 ms, 90◦ pulse width of 8.75 µs, 64 scans

and a relaxation delay of 2.5 s.
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3.2.5 C. elegans viability assay

Worms were synchronized by hypochlorite treatment to ensure only eggs survived.

Eggs were hatched overnight and transferred to plates of nematode growth media

(NGM) until they reached the L4 stage. Infection plates were prepared by taking an

overnight culture of P. aeruginosa PAO1 grown in Lysogeny Broth (LB) at 37◦C,

diluting it 100-fold into fresh LB, and transferring 100 µl to the top of nematode-

free plates of NGM media. SAHLA and CD plates were prepared by adding these

compounds directly to molten NGM as the plates were poured from master stocks

to yield the indicated concentrations. The transferred LB media was allowed to

air dry 30 minutes in a BSL2 hood. 30 L4 stage nematodes were then transferred

to infection plates with or without SAHLA (10 µM 4) or 50 µM β-CD. Nematode

viability was measured at the indicated time points by observing movement across

the plate or by mechanoresponse (movement) in response to touch104,105.
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Chapter 4

Molecular Basis of Catalysis:

A Case Study

AiiA is a binuclear zinc(II)-centered β-metalloprotease expressed by B. thuringien-

sis that hydrolyzes AHLs. Upon binding within the enzyme’s active site, the

AHL coordinates to one of the zinc(II) centers, which activates the carbonyl bond,

and then hydrolyzes the lactone by nucleophilic attack by a water (or hydroxide)

molecule that is proximally located. The resulting homoserine binds less strongly

than the AHL and, as a result, AiiA continues to hydrolyze active AHLs, where

present. Given that β-CD shares the latter feature with AiiA, we presumed that:

(1) there must exist some catalytic group that could facilitate lactonolysis in a

similar fashion and (2) that the catalytic group could be appended to the macro-

cycle to produce an artificial enzyme. With that goal in mind, we considered two

zinc-centered esterases synthesized by Nesnas and Breslow, whose ester hydrolysis

mechanism, we believed, would be similar to that of AiiA.

Artificial esterases I and II (Figure 4.1) are zinc(II)-centered, phenanthroline-
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Figure 4.1: Breslow-Nesnas zinc-centered artificial esterases I and II that hydrolyze
p-nitrophenyl acetate (pNPA), demonstrating burst phase kinetics.

ligated catalysts that are appended to a β-CD scaffold on the primary (I) or

secondary (II) faces that were, in part, intended to hydrolyze cocaine to detoxify

it. As part of that investigation, I and II were screened for efficacy against the well-

known esterase substrate, p-nitrophenyl acetate (pNPA), which proved fruitful in

that they were not only efficacious but also demonstrated so-called burst phase-

kinetics, a feature shared by many natural enzymes including chymotrypsin.106

At the time Nesnas and Breslow undertook the syntheses of I and II, though,

it was uncertain whether these species would work as the “mechanism [had] only

been used in systems in which the oxime was part of a separate pyridinecar-

baldoxime.”107 Whereas those previously reported catalytic systems invoked free

carbaldoximes108–110, the oximes of I and II were covalently attached to a β-

cyclodextrin (β-CD) macrocycle, explicitly as a 1,10-phenanthroline-2-carbaldoxime.

Figure 4.2 outlines the synthetic route to I. Had I and II not proven viable, their

syntheses would have been in vain. This would have been quite unfortunate as
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the syntheses were quite involved.∗ Rather than pursue the synthesis of either of

these in hopes that they could hydrolyze AHLs, we sought to understand better

how the catalysts in the absence of cyclodextrin behaved with respect to pNPA

hydrolysis and, with that information in hand, screen for catalytic activity against

AHLs without undertaking such a synthetic burden.

4.1 Results and Discussion

4.1.1 Catalyst Dissection and Synthesis

Upon initial inspection, artificial esterases I and II are composed essentially of

two distinct domains. The first domain is the β-CD macrocycle, which forms an

inclusion complex with pNPA to serve as a translational restrictor. In essence,

the macrocycle confines the substrate to a specific location such that the second

domain, the catalytic domain, can act upon it. The catalytic domains of I and

II are phenanthroline-N -oxime ligated zinc(II) species. Presumably, the domain

operates by first coordinating to the pNPA carbonyl oxygen, activating it, and

then hydrolyzing it by either nucleophilic attack at the pNPA carbonyl carbon

by the N -oxime or a proximal water (or hydroxide) molecule.107 Given that I and

II display burst phase kinetic behavior, the former dominates in that attack by

the N -oxime produces the phenol and the “acyl-enzyme,” the hydrolysis of which

governs its turnover behavior.107

∗In Nesnas’ dissertation, ten steps were required to generate I. Only nine steps are shown in
Figure 4.2 because the protected hydroxylamine is commercially available and quite economical.
The route can be further shortened as monotosyl β-CD can be converted directly to its azide.111
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Figure 4.2: Synthetic Pathway towards Nesnas-Breslow artificial esterase I.
(a) p-toluenesulfonyl chloride, pyridine, 7 h, 0 ◦C; overnight, room temperature; (b) potas-
sium iodide, 85 ◦C, dimethyl formamide, overnight; (c) sodium azide, dimethyl formamide;
overnight, 95 ◦C; (d) triphenyl phosphine, dimethyl formamide, 24 h; ammonium hydroxide;
(e) selenium dioxide, p-dioxane/water, 1 h; reflux, 2 h; (f) H2NOTBDPS, 85 ◦C, acetonitrile,
2 h; (g) methanol/dimethyl sulfoxide, acetic acid; sodium triacetoxyborohydride, overnight; (h)
potassium fluoride, water, 6 h; (i) zinc(II) nitrate hexahydrate, water.

To tease out the contribution of catalytic domain from the complete esterases,

we essentially severed the macrocycle at its rim and, for synthetic tractability,

extended the carbon chain of the secondary amine to contain three carbons. If not

considering the zinc(II) center, the resulting species (Figure 4.3) is an asymmetric

1,10-phenanthroline. On the left hand side of the molecule, there is a secondary

amine while on the right, there is an N -oxime. While Nesnas’ study indicated that

the N -oxime was essential for dramatic rate enhancement, we sought to understand

the role of each substituent, synthesizing both. Conveniently, both products can
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be obtained through the same route (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3: The proposed procatalyst of I and II and corresponding monosubsti-
tuted phenanthrolines 5 and 6.

Figure 4.4: Synthetic routes to 5 and 6.
(a) methyllithium, ethyl ether, 0 ◦C, 6 h; water; activated manganese(IV) dioxide, overnight; (b)
selenium(IV) oxide, p-dioxane, reflux, 3 h; (c) n-propylamine, absolute ethanol, r.t., 2 h; 0 ◦C,
sodium borohydride; r.t., 4 h; (d)NH2OH·HCl, pyridine, absolute ethanol, reflux, 2 h.
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In a first step, 1,10-phenanthroline was methylated by methyl lithium under

cold (0 ◦C) conditions and rearomatized using activated manganese (VI) dioxide

(MnO2), yielding 2-methyl-1,10-phenanthroline. Subsequent oxidation by selenium

dioxide afforded the carbaldehyde, which could then be derivatized to either the N -

oxime or N -propylmethanamine species. To obtain the N -oxime, the carbaldehyde

was reacted with hydroxylamine hydrochloride and pyridine in anhydrous ethanol.

For the N -propylmethanamine, the carbaldehyde was reacted with n-propylamine,

forming the Schiff base, and subsequently reduced by addition of sodium borohy-

dride. With these two species in hand, we pursued pNPA hydrolysis studies to

understand the contribution of each component towards overall rate enhancement

of I and II.

4.1.2 Evaluating Contribution of Catalyst Components

The hydrolysis of pNPA to its phenolate, pNP, is a colorimetric reaction that

has been historically used to evaluate esterase behavior. During the course of

the reaction, the solution colorizes because, while pNPA absorbs ultraviolet light,

pNP as its phenolate absorbs in the visible (λmax = 400 nm), giving the solution

a yellowish hue.112 By monitoring the absorbance at 400 nm, the hydrolysis rate

can be determined. To that end, we monitored the hydrolysis reaction of pNPA

(60 µM) at pH 7.5 in 10 mM HEPES buffer for 2000+ minutes. Characteristically,

the reaction followed a logarithmic curve (Figure 4.5). Using the method of initial

slopes† for the first 30 minutes of the reaction, along with a calibration curve,

†Due to the slow reaction rate, the initial slopes method was chosen for analysis. Namely, it
was unlikely that curve fitting could be applied as the value for the absorbance maximum, i.e.,
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Figure 4.5: Uncatalyzed pNPA (60 µM) hydrolysis reaction curve demonstrating
characteristic logarithmic rise. Rate was determined by method of initial slopes
using first 30 min of reaction data.

the rate was determined to be 1.7(±0.9) × 10−3 min−1, approximately the rate

observed by Goren and Fridkin.113 With this baseline rate in hand, we performed

similar hydrolysis studies for our two substituted phenanthrolines as their zinc(II)

complexes, as well as with β-CD. The effect of each considered component and, in

one case, combination, can be seen immediately in Figure 4.6 with rates appearing

in Table 4.1.

In the presence of N -propyl-1,10-phenanthroline-2-methanamine (5, 530 µM)

and zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O, 550 µM), there was no statistical

difference in hydrolysis rate (Table 4.1, entry 2) relative to the uncatalyzed reac-

the absorbance at which the reaction was completed, could not be trusted due to other factors
including, but not limited to, evaporation of material from the stoppered cuvettes used in the
experiment.
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Figure 4.6: Generation of pNP by pNPA hydrolysis in the presence of considered
catalyst components.

tion. That was also the case when monitoring the hydrolysis of pNPA in the pres-

ence of β-CD (Table 4.1, entry 4). However, 1,10-phenanthroline-2-carbaldoxime

(6, 510 µM) in combination with Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O (530 µM) dramatically increased

pNPA hydrolysis rate five-fold (Table 4.1, entry 3).

Our tests of species 5 and 6 as their zinc complexes indeed indicated that the

carbaldoxime is essential for the activity of artificial enzymes I and II. Given that

neither N -propyl-1,10-phenanthroline-2-methanamine as its zinc complex nor β-

CD enhances the pNPA hydrolysis rate, however, does not indicate that these are

unimportant to the performance of the catalyst overall. Obviously, they too are

critically important. The secondary amine — likely an ammonium under physio-

logical conditions — serves as a “linker” to attach the active catalytic component
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Table 4.1: pNPA hydrolysis rates in 10 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.5 and 22 ◦C

entry treatment kobs
a (min−1) krel

1 none 1.7(±0.9)× 10−3 1.0
2 5 (530 µM) + Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O (550 µM) 1.3(±0.6)× 10−3 0.8
3 6 (510 µM) + Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O (530 µM) 8.4(±1.5)× 10−3 4.9
4 β-CD (525 µM)b 1.3(±0.3)× 10−3 0.8
5 6 (530 µM) + Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O (530 µM) 15.8(±1.5)× 10−3 9.3

with β-CD (530 µM)b

a Reported error indicates 3σ. b Because the inclusion of pNP by β-CD enhances its absorbance
(Figure 4.9), the hydrolysis rate is overestimated here, though not considerably.

to the macrocycle. Importantly, though, this suggests that the active catalytic

component could be attached to the macrocycle by any such linking group; ni-

trogen as an amine or ammonium is not crucial. The macrocycle, as mentioned

previously, increases the probability of the active catalytic group and pNPA in-

teracting. In fact, this effect of the macrocycle can even be seen when it is not

covalently attached to the active catalytic component. When pNPA is exposed

to a cocktail of N -oxime (6, 530 µM), Zn(NO3)2· 6H2O (550 µM), and β-CD

(530 µM), its hydrolysis is further enhanced to nine times the uncatalyzed rate,

almost twice the rate of the N -oxime zinc complex alone (Table 4.1, entry 5). We

propose that this cooperative or synergistic enhancement is due to the formation

of a supramolecular complex involving the phenanthroline-ligated zinc(II) species

and the inclusion complex of β-CD with pNPA (Figure 4.7).

In this proposed scheme, the alcohol groups of β-CD coordinate to the Zn(II)-

center, which brings the carbonyl oxygen also into coordination with the metal,

activating it and making it more susceptible to hydrolysis, i.e., nucleophilic attack

by the oxime. This type of mechanism has been proposed elsewhere by Xiao et

al., who used γ-CD in the iron(III) trifluoromethanesulfonate-catalyzed hydroam-
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Figure 4.7: Proposed mechanism of pNPA hydrolysis rate enhancement by N -
oxime 6 as its zinc complex and β-CD.

ination of alkenes.114 Again, however, whether the macrocycle is a cyclodextrin or

any other macrocycle that can participate in similar association chemistry is also

seemingly trivial.

When Nesnas and Breslow synthesized the artificial esterases, they observed

burst phase kinetics by both species with initial hydrolysis rates of 1500-fold (I)

and 22,600-fold (II) relative to the uncatalyzed reaction. While our reaction con-

ditions here differ from those used by Nesnas and Breslow in that their study was

performed at pH 7.0 with 50 µM catalyst, the effect of covalently attaching the ac-

tive catalyst component to the β-CD macrocycle is definitive.107 That attachment
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restricts the conformational freedom of the macrocycle and the active catalytic

component. The arrangement of these two components is more restricted in II

than in I in that modification at the primary face increases the distance between

the active catalytic component and the CD cavity, where the substrate docks, by

one methylene unit.

With the benefit of knowing that I and II were viable catalysts for accelerat-

ing the pNPA hydrolysis, we assert that first synthesizing the suspected active

catalytic component (6) — whose efficacy was in question at the time Nesnas and

Breslow undertook this study — and screening it for catalytic activity would have

been a more rational experimental design. Our results indicate that, had they

performed that experiment, they would have had a high level of confidence that

I and II would be efficacious and, therefore, worth the synthetic burden required

for their realization.

Along the same vein, we assert that the substrate scope of 6 as its zinc complex

can be evaluated to identify reactions that it can catalyze, whose rates can be

further enhanced by its corresponding macrocycle-based artificial enzymes. As

an example, in Nesnas’ dissertation, he investigated whether II would be a viable

catalyst for cocaine hydrolysis/detoxification swapping the zinc(II) center for other

transition metals.115 Under neutral conditions in PBS buffer at 50 ◦C, the catalyst

(10 mM) as its zinc(II), copper(II), and nickel(II) species did not demonstrate

enhanced hydrolysis of cocaine (1 mM) after 7 hours.‡ We assert that a test

‡It should be noted that at 1 mM catalyst concentration, pH 9.0 (AMPSO buffer), and
25 ◦C, the hydrolysis of cocaine (5 mM) was enhanced nearly two-fold, demonstrating some
efficacy. We assert that, if pushed significantly, this too could have been ascertained prior to the
synthesis of the artificial enzymes. Importantly, though, for purposes of cocaine detoxification,
these conditions do not emulate physiological conditions in that the pH is too high and AMPSO
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reaction involving an excess of the phenanthroline carbaldoxime (6) as its zinc

— or other metal — complex could have been used to screen for this activity,

prior to undertaking the synthetic burden required to perform this test. Had

they performed this screening reaction — i.e., reacting cocaine with a significant

excess of the carbaldoxime-zinc complex — they would have likely observed no

statistically significant difference between the treated and control rates.

Having completed the dissection of the Nesnas-Breslow artificial esterases and

identifying the active component, the 6-zinc(II) complex, we turned our attention

towards the question of whether AHLs would be viable substrates of this catalyst

and, if they were, pursue the artificial enzymes for evaluation.

4.2 Experimental Details

4.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation

Deuterium oxide (99.8 atom % D), hydroxylamine hydrochloride (99+%), methyl-

lithium (1.6 M solution in diethyl ether), methyl sulfoxide-d6 (99.9 atom % D),

and 1,10-phenanthroline (99+%), were purchased from Acros Organics. Absolute

ethanol, ethyl ether (anhydrous), hydrochloric Acid (Certified ACSPlus Grade),

and silica gel (230-400 mesh, Grade 60) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. p-

dioxane (HPLC Grade, 99% min), manganese (IV) oxide (activated, tech 90%),

and n-propylamine (98%) were purchased from AlfaAesar. Pyridine (HPLC grade)

and Celite 545 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Selenium(IV) oxide (99%) and

sodium borohydride (ReagentPlus, 99%) were purchased from Aldrich Chemical

is not a biologically relevant buffer.
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Company. Methylene chloride and ethyl acetate were purchased from VWR. All

reagents were used without further purification.

The identities of products were confirmed using 1H- and 13C-NMR, as well

as mass spectroscopy. All NMR spectra were collected using Bruker Avance 400

MHz spectrometers at 22.0± 0.5◦C. Mass spectra were collected using an Agilent

6560 IM-QTOF mass spectrometer (MS). Absorbance spectra were collected using

a Jasco V-650 Spectrophotometer calibrated against a blank of 10 mM HEPES

buffer (pH 7.5) and 5% v/v methanol.

4.2.2 Catalyst Candidate Synthesis

4.2.2.1 2-Methyl-1,10-phenanthroline

Methyllithium (12 mL of 1.6 M solution in diethyl ether, 19.2 mmol, 1.74 equiv.)

was added via syringe to a suspension of 1,10-phenanthroline (2.007 g, 11.14 mmol,

1 equiv.) in anhydrous diethyl ether (100 mL) that had been chilled to 0 ◦C in an

ice-water bath. The resulting deep red solution was maintained between 0 ◦C and

10 ◦C for 6 hours. The reaction was quenched by slow addition of chilled deionized

water (40 mL), turning the reaction solution to a vibrant yellow, biphasic mixture.

The flask’s contents were poured into a separatory funnel. The aqueous layer was

isolated and extracted (2 x 50 mL) with diethyl ether. The organic phases were

combined, treated with activated manganese(IV) oxide (16.009 g, 184.15 mmol,

16.5 equiv.), and stirred at room temperature overnight. Sodium sulfate was added

to dry the solution. Solids were removed by filtration through a bed of Celite. The

filtrate was concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation to give the crude product

as a yellow oil. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography (silica
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gel, methylene chloride then ethyl acetate), yielding the product as a light yellow

oil (1.459 g, Yield: 67.5%). 1H-NMR(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 9.08 (1H, dd, J

= 4.2 Hz, 1.4 Hz), 8.44 (1H, dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 1.4 Hz), 8.34 (1H, d, J = 8.2 Hz),

7.93 (1H, AB, J = 8.8 Hz), 7.88(1H, AB, J = 8.8 Hz), 7.73 (1H, dd, J = 8.1 Hz,

4.2 Hz), 7.62 (1H, d, J = 8.2 Hz), 2.77(3H, s). 13C-NMR(100 MHz, DMSO-d6,

δ): 158.36, 149.58, 145.27, 144.94, 136.27, 135.99, 128.45, 126.41, 126.39, 125.51,

123.43, 122.95, 24.93. Mass (m/z, [M+Na]+): (theor.) 217.07, (found) 217.0782.

4.2.2.2 1,10-Phenanthroline-2-carbaldehyde

To a suspension of selenium(IV) oxide (0.937 g, 8.44 mmol, 1.25 equiv.) in p-

dioxane (10 mL) that had been warmed to 60 ◦C was added, dropwise, a solution of

2-methyl-1,10-phenanthroline (1.310 g, 6.74 mmol, 1 equiv.) in p-dioxane(15 mL).

Throughout the addition, the solution darkened to a deep red, presumed to be

caused by formation of elemental selenium. Upon complete addition, the solution

was brought to and maintained at reflux for 3 hours. Solids were removed by

filtration through a bed of Celite. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo by

rotary evaporation, yielding a deep sand colored material, which was subsequently

dried overnight by vacuum, affording the crude product as a sand colored solid that

was used without further purification (0.9833 g, Yield: 70%). 1H-NMR(400 MHz,

DMSO-d6, δ): 10.31(1H, d, J = 0.7 Hz), 9.19 (1H, dd, J = 4.3 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 8.72(1H,

dd, J = 8.2 Hz, 0.7 Hz), 8.57(1H, dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 1.8 Hz), 8.24(1H, d, J = 8.2 Hz),

8.20(1H, AB, J = 8.8 Hz), 8.08(1H, AB, J = 8.8 Hz), 7.86(1H, dd, J = 8.1 Hz,

4.3 Hz). 13C-NMR(100 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 193.89, 151.78, 150.51, 145.39, 145.29,

137.95, 136.48, 130.90, 129.61, 128.88, 126.31, 123.92, 119.38.
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4.2.2.3 N -propyl-1,10-phenanthroline-2-methanamine (5)

To a solution of 1,10-phenanthroline-2-carbaldehyde (485.2 mg, 2.33 mmol, 1.2

equiv.) in absolute ethanol (50 mL) was added a solution of n-propylamine

(230 µL, 2.8 mmol, 1 equiv.) in absolute ethanol (50 mL). Upon complete ad-

dition, the reaction proceeded for 2 hours at room temperature. The reaction

mixture was then chilled in an ice/water bath for 10 min and treated with sodium

borohydride (192.3 mg, 5.083 mmol, 2.182 equiv) in one shot, deepening the color

of the flask contents. The reaction was warmed to room temperature and stirred

for 4 hours. Solvent was removed in vacuo by rotary evaporation. The resulting

residue was suspended in deionized water (20 mL) and extracted with chloroform

(3 x 50 mL). The combined organic fractions were dried over anhydrous sodium

sulfate and concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation to afford an oil, which

was left under vacuum overnight. The material was purified as its dihydrochlo-

ride salt by dissolution in absolute ethanol (∼20 mL), acidification to pH 1 using

concentrated hydrochloric acid, and filtration (172 mg recovered, Yield: 23%). 1H-

NMR(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 9.34-9.28 (2H), 8.73(1H, d, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.38(1H,

dd, J = 8.2 Hz, 5.7 Hz), 8.36(1H, AB, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.25(1H, AB, J = 9.0 Hz),

8.00(1H, d, J = 8.5 Hz), 3.34(2H, t, J = 7.8 Hz), 1.94(2H, sx, J = 7.6 Hz), 1.09(3H,

t, J = 7.5 Hz). 13C-NMR(100 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 153.94, 147.86, 143.53, 139.59,

138.43, 137.07, 130.93, 130.44, 130.28, 126.44, 125.45, 125.36, 51.57, 50.32, 20.02,

11.06. (m/z, [M+H]+): (theor.) 252.15007, (found) 252.1560.

4.2.2.4 1,10-Phenanthroline-2-carbaldoxime (6)

To a round-bottomed flask charged with a magnetic stir bar were added 1,10-

phenanthroline-2-carbaldehyde (500 mg, 2.41 mmol, 1 equiv.), hydroxylamine hy-
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drochloride (505 mg, 7.27 mmol, 3 equiv.), pyridine (1 mL, 12.4 mmol, 5 equiv.),

and absolute ethanol (30 mL). While stirring, the mixture was brought to and

maintained at reflux for 2 hours, over the course of which a precipitate formed.

During the warming period, the mixture clarified, forming a solution. After 2

hours, the volume of the mixture was reduced to 10 mL by gentle heating and di-

luted with deionized water (20 mL). The solution was then extracted with diethyl

ether (3 x 50 mL). The combined organic fractions were washed with deionized

water (50 mL), dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, and concentrated in vacuo

by rotary evaporation to give a vibrant yellow solid (152.7 mg, Yield: 28%). 1H-

NMR(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 11.94 (1H, s), 9.12(1H, dd, J = 4.3 Hz, 1.7 Hz), 8.51

(1H, d, J = 8.1 Hz), 8.51(1H, d, J = 8.6 Hz), 8.39(1H, s), 8.18(1H, d, J = 8.4 Hz),

8.01 (2H), 7.79 (1H, dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 4.3 Hz). 13C-NMR(100 MHz, DMSO-d6,

δ): 151.18, 150.00, 149.48, 145.15, 136.85, 136.25, 128.69, 128.30, 127.13, 126.38,

123.38, 119.16. (m/z, [M+H]+): (theor.) 224.08239, (found) 224.0863.

4.2.3 Calibration Curve Generation

Aliquots of a pNP stock solution (11.0 mM in methanol) were diluted to 400 µL

with methanol. Then 100 µL of each solution were transferred to a 5 mL vol-

umetric flask and filled with 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5). The absorbance

of each solution (0 µM to 130µM) at 400 nm (λmax) was recorded and plotted.

The resulting calibration curve indicated that absorbance behavior was very linear

(R2=0.999, ϵ400 = 12310 ± 70 M−1cm−1) between 0 µM and 72 µM. Thus, for all

pNPA hydrolysis experiments, pNPA concentration was kept within the linear

range.
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Figure 4.8: Calibration curve of pNP demonstrating strong linearity below 72 µM
(R2=0.999) and deviation from the Beer-Lambert law above.

4.2.4 Association of pNP with β-CD

In a first step, stock solutions of pNP(5.8 mM) and β-CD (9.35 mM) in 10 mM

HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) were prepared. Treatment solutions were prepared in 5 mL

volumetric flasks by transferring 40 µL of pNP stock solution, 250 µL methanol,

a designated amount of β-CD stock solution (final concentrations ranging from

0 mM to 5 mM), and filling to the mark with 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5).

Flasks were inverted and left to sit for 15 minutes prior to analysis. Absorbance

spectra were taken between 300 nm and 700 nm. Using the absorbance at 400 nm,

the binding constant and change in molar absorptivity between free and bound

species was determined using the non-linear regression method described in the

previous chapter (for example, see Figure 4.9) using Psi-Plot Software.102 The

experiment was performed with five replicates, yielding Kassoc = 430 ± 50 M−1
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Figure 4.9: Absorbance titration of pNP with increasing concentrations of β-CD
(0 mM to 6.6 mM) with (inset) fitting to 1:1 binding isotherm determined by
non-linear regression analysis at λmax = 400 nm.

and the molar extinction coefficient of the bound species at 400 nm, ϵHG,400, to be

15200± 150 M−1cm−1. Error for both measurements is 3 S.E., 99.7% confidence.

The absorbance enhancement is attributable to disrupting the phenol/phenolate

equilibrium upon binding.116

4.2.5 pNPA Hydrolysis Experiments

Stock solutions of pNPA (∼3 mM), 5 as its zinc complex (∼18 mM) and 6 as

its zinc complex (∼18 mM) were prepared in methanol. A stock solution of β-

CD (9.4 mM) was prepared in 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5). The hydrolysis of

pNPA (60 µM) at room temperature (22 ◦C) and pH 7.5 was monitored by the

absorbance of the solution at 400 nm and while in the presence of the 5 (∼530 µM)

as its zinc complex, 6 (∼530 µM as its zinc complex, β-CD (530 µM), and β-CD
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(530 µM) in combination with 6 (∼530 µM as its zinc complex. The absorbance

was converted to the concentration of the phenoxide that had formed. Then, using

the method of initial slopes, the rate of the reaction was determined by linear

regression on the first 10 minutes to 30 minutes of the reaction.
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Chapter 5

Screening for Catalytic Activity

Against AHLs

The hydrolysis of both esters and lactones under neutral conditions follow the

BAC2 mechanism displayed in Figure 1.4, which makes sense as lactones are cyclic

esters.66 In that mechanism, water (nucleophile) attacks the carbonyl carbon to

form a tetrahedral intermediate. The ester bond is broken or hydrolyzed upon

rearrangement. Despite following similar reaction mechanisms, though, the ther-

modynamics of these processes are different. Ester hydrolysis generates two species

from one compound whereas lactone hydrolysis does not. Thus, ester hydrolysis

seems to be entropically favored over lactone hydrolysis. This, however, may be

counterbalanced enthalpically as the hydrolysis of lactones — especially smaller lac-

tones — releases ring strain, a phenomenon not observed in linear esters. Lactone

hydrolysis also bears with it entropic benefits in that the hydrolyzed lactone has

increased conformational flexibility. We reasoned that, because of a similar mech-

anism, catalysts capable of cleaving esters should also be able to cleave lactones
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Figure 5.1: Envisioned mechanism of 6 as its Zn(II) complex hydrolyzing AHLs

under the provision that, geometrically, the reaction would not be obstructed.

In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that 1,10-phenanthroline-2-carbaldox-

ime (6) as its zinc(II) complex effectively cleaved pNPA, which is an ester. We,

therefore, envisioned that it might also be successful in cleaving AHLs. Mecha-

nistically, depicted in Figure 5.1, we believed that the AHL would associate with

the ligated zinc complex such that the lactone carbonyl oxygen was coordinated

to the metal center and that, as a result, the bond would be activated. Then,

the oxime would attack the carbonyl carbon to produce a tetrahedral intermediate

and, subsequently, the acylated catalyst. Then, the catalyst would be regenerated

by hydrolysis, affording the hydrolysis product.
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5.1 Results and Discussion

We had initially hoped to use the NMR-based method employed in Chapter 2 to

monitor the hydrolysis of AHLs in the absence and presence of catalyst and evalu-

ate any catalytic activity. In that method, we used an inorganic phosphate buffer,

roughly approximating physiological conditions. However, when we prepared test

solutions in 10 mM phosphate buffered saline to evaluate the solubility of each

species under normal (i.e., non-deuterated) conditions, we observed the formation

of a white precipitate that we presumed to be zinc phosphate. Importantly, zinc

phosphate is insoluble in water, which immediately posed a challenge to the po-

tential application of any zinc(II) catalyst in which the metal center is relatively

exposed to the aqueous phosphate environment.117 Believing that this issue could

be resolved by altering buffer concentration and wanting to focus on the efficacy

of the catalyst, we considered using a buffer that would be appropriate in terms

of alkalinity (pH:7-7.5) but not pose solubility issues. To that end, we considered

HEPES, used previously for our pNPA studies. We, however, quickly realized

that using HEPES in an NMR-based assay would not be feasible because, despite

being commercially available, it is not economical, especially for preliminary stud-

ies (HEPES-d18, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, $658: 250 mg). As a result, we

abandoned hopes of using our NMR-based method and, in its place, pursued liquid

chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS) that, similar to Delalande’s use of

HPLC in determining the half-life of C6 at different pHs and temperatures, has

been used to study reaction kinetics, albeit semi-quantitatively.
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5.1.1 AHL Substrate Selection and LC/MS Profile

The use of LC/MS that employs electrospray ionization (ESI) as its ionizing

method requires that the non-volatile buffer components be removed as they can

cause either signal suppression or extensive adduct formation, both of which raise

questions regarding the veracity of experimental results. To that end, we would

need to use solid phase extraction (SPE) to remove HEPES from the sample. In

this technique, the sample is loaded onto a prewashed cartridge containing re-

verse phased silica gel, which retains non-polar compounds of interest (e.g., AHL)

while allowing for the removal of polar compounds (e.g., HEPES) from the matrix.

Additional washing with water removes more polar compounds. Afterward, the

analytes of interest are eluted by addition of a carrier solvent (e.g., methanol).

Our initial thought was to use C4 or C6, analytes we considered in our initial

hydrolysis investigation, to evaluate the catalytic potential of 6 as its zinc complex;

however, because the acyl tails are relatively short, we were concerned with their

retention on the reverse phased cartridge. Indeed, a preliminary investigation of

C6 using LC/MS indicated that the molecule was relatively polar with a retention

time, tr, of 4 min. Presumably the tr of C4 by that same method would be even

shorter given that its acyl tail possesses two fewer carbons and is, therefore, less

hydrophobic.

In addition to the short retention time problem, we wanted to confirm that

hydrolysis of our substrate was occurring; i.e., that hydrolysis product could be

observed alongside the AHL by LC/MS. This would require its synthesis, isolation,

and spectroscopic verification. In previous studies, we attempted to synthesize

and purify C6h from C6 by dissolving C6 in acetonitrile and then treating it

with aqueous sodium hydroxide. After completion (monitored by TLC, 4:1 ethyl
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acetate/hexanes, vis. by ninhydrin), the solution was diluted with deionized wa-

ter and extracted with ethyl acetate. The aqueous phase, which contained the

homoserine, was acidified to pH 1 by addition of concentrated hydrochloric acid,

immediately extracted with ethyl acetate, dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate,

and concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation to give an oil. 1H-NMR taken

immediately following rotary evaporation revealed that ethyl acetate was not fully

removed and, unfortunately, upon standing under vacuum, the oil solidified. 1H-

NMR of the solid indicated that the hydrolysis product had recyclized.∗

To overcome this challenge, we considered longer chain substrates, which we

reasoned would more readily solidify due to higher molecular weight. Similar to

our attempts to isolate C6h, Ruysbergh and coworkers previously reported the

synthesis of N -(undecanoyl-[3-2H2])-L-homoserine from its lactone in good yield

as a colorless powder.82 We believed that C10h, being only one carbon length

shorter, could also be isolated as a solid and so we synthesized C10 and C10h,

confirmed their identifies by NMR, and proceeded to their study using LC/MS.

To our delight, our selection of a longer chain AHL for study proved fruitful.

The retention time of C10 (tr = 6.10 min) was significantly longer than that of

C6, increasing our confidence that excessive material would not be lost during the

SPE procedure. The retention time of C10h (tr = 5.93 min) was similar to that of

∗In addition to this solution-based approach to generating the hydrolysis products, we also
considered Amberlyst® A26 hydroxide form, a strongly basic macroreticular resin. Here, C6
was dissolved in acetonitrile and then treated with the resin. AHL was quantitatively removed
(as seen on TLC, visualized by ninhydrin). The resin was isolated by filtration and treated with
acetic acid, releasing the homoserine. Removal of the solvent by rotary evaporation also afforded
a viscous oil that solidified upon standing. While ineffective for the synthesis and isolation of
the homoserine, the use of this type of material for removal of AHLs is novel. Additionally, it
is reasonable that strongly-basic macroreticular resins could be used in a solid-phase supported
method for the synthesis of AHLs, similar to the cellulose based method developed by Blackwell.
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Figure 5.2: Chromatogram of C10 (black) and its hydrolysis product, C10h (red)
obtained by LC/MS.

C10, though a little shorter. On a reverse-phased column, this is consistent with

the observation by Dong et al. who noted that AHL hydrolysis products are more

hydrophilic than AHLs by HPLC.20. Perhaps most importantly, though, the two

species are differentiable in that there is not overlap between peaks when a sample

containing a mixture of C10 and C10h was processed (Figure 5.3).

5.1.2 Evaluating Rate Enhancement

Confident in our substrate selection and our ability to quantify relative concen-

trations of C10 in our LC/MS samples by integration, we turned our attention

to determining whether its hydrolysis rate was dramatically enhanced in the pres-

ence of our zinc(II)-oxime (6) complex. While we did not anticipate observing as

dramatic an acceleration as we did while studying rate enhancement of pNPA

hydrolysis, we did hypothesize that if the catalyst were to be viable, we should see
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Figure 5.3: Chromatogram of a mixture containingC10 (19 µM) andC10h (4 µM)
indicating the species are resolved.

a statistically relevant decrease in C10 in treated samples relative to an untreated

control at different time points over the course of 4 days at room temperature. Of

note, this condition exists because for a catalyst to effectively quench a quorum

sensing circuit, it must hydrolyze the signal molecules at a rate that outpaces the

bacteria’s exponential growth, described in Chapter 1.

We observed a decrease in the relative abundance of C10 in solution in both

the presence and absence of 6, as its zinc complex, in tenfold excess over our four

day experiment, with four days being the approximate half-life of the AHL (Figure

5.4). We were, however, disheartened to determine that 6 as its zinc(II) complex

did not prove to be effective at enhancing AHL hydrolysis rate in a fashion similar

to its enhancement of pNPA hydrolysis. In retrospect, this should not have been

surprising.

We believed that because 6 with an equivalent Zn(NO3)2·H2O demonstrated
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rate enhancement of ester hydrolysis that it could, similarly, enhance the rate of

lactone hydrolysis. Our ester test substrate, pNPA, however is not simply an

ester; given the presence of its nitro group, it is an activated ester and, therefore,

more readily hydrolyzed. Importantly, though, the efficacy of the catalyst is not

necessarily dependent on the substrate being an activated substrate. The Nesnas-

Breslow artificial esterase II, which is composed in part by 6 as its zinc complex,

demonstrated rate enhancement towards the hydrolysis of p-t-butylphenyl acetate,

an unactivated phenyl ester.107 That same artificial esterase, however, was ineffec-

tive at enhancing the hydrolysis rate of other phenyl acetic acids, suggesting that if

the oxime nucleophilically attacks the carbonyl to forms the key sp3 tetrahedral in-

termediate, it subsequently dissociates to regenerate the catalyst and substrate.115

Figure 5.4: The hydrolysis of C10 (58 µM) in 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) at
room temperature as monitored by LC/MS. Error bars represent 1σ where n=3
per sample.
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5.1.3 Conclusions

While our oxime catalyst (6) did not demonstrate catalytic activity towards C10

hydrolysis, we remain confident that a viable lactone hydrolysis catalyst exists

that facilitates this reaction independently and, when appended to the cyclodex-

trin macrocycle, enhance the hydrolysis reaction further as an artificial lactonase.

Notably, our pursuit of 6 was due to its similarity to AiiA, the enzyme released

by B. thuringiensis that hydrolyzes AHLs as part of the organism’s anti-Gram-

negative quorum sensing strategy, in that it possesses a zinc(II) center in its active

site. However, unlike AiiA, 6 as its zinc complex only contains a lone zinc atom

whereas AiiA is a binuclear zinc species whose metal centers both activate the

lactone carbonyl bond and position a hydroxide proximal to the bond to facilitate

hydrolysis. It may very well be that a viable catalyst for AHL hydrolysis requires

two such centers. Conversely, it may be possible to hydrolyze AHLs by invoking

organic reagents (e.g., imidazole, dimethylaminopyridine) that can participate in

general acid/base chemistry and hydrolyze lactones by either direct nucleophilic

attack or first interacting with water to generate hydroxide in situ. Independent

of the identity of the active catalytic component, the generation of a macrocycle-

based artificial esterase would foundationally change the quorum sensing inhibition

landscape as the first non-biologic species to prevent quorum sensing activation by

signal decomposition.
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5.2 Experimental Details

5.2.1 Chemicals and Instrumentation

L-homoserine (98%) was obtained from AABlocks and was converted, as needed, to

homoserine lactone hydrochloride by reflux with 4M hydrochloric acid and evapora-

tion to dryness. Triethylamine (99%) and decanoic acid (99%) were purchased from

Acros Organics. N -(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N ’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride

(EDC-HCl) was purchased from CreoSalus. Hydrochloric Acid (certified ACSPlus

grade), and silica gel (230-400 mesh, Grade 60) were purchased from Fisher Sci-

entific. Ethyl acetate and hexanes were purchased from VWR. All reagents were

used without further purification. For LC/MS experiments, water (OptimaTM

LC/MS Grade) and methanol (OptimaTM LC/MS Grade) were purchased from

Fisher Scientific.

1H- and 13C-NMR spectra were collected using 400 MHz spectrometers with

lock on methanol-d4 and were calibrated to the solvent residual peak.79 LC/MS

analysis was performed using an Agilent 6120 Quadrupole MS with 1260 Infinity

II LC System equipped with an InfinityLab Poroshell 120 column.

5.2.2 Synthesis

5.2.2.1 N -decanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (C10):

Homoserine lactone hydrochloride (279.6 mg, 2.03 mmol, 1.00 equiv.) was dis-

solved in 10 mL deionized water at room temperature while stirring. Decanoic acid

(370.2 mg, 2.1 mmol, 1.05 equiv.), EDC·HCl (370.2 mg, 2.14 mmol, 1.03 equiv.),

and triethylamine (300 µL, 2.15 mmol, 1.06 equiv.) were then added, in that or-
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der, to the stirred solution. The resulting solution, which began to turn cloudy

due to the formation of a precipitate, was stirred vigorously overnight at room

temperature. The reaction mixture was transferred to a separatory funnel, diluted

with 10 mL of deionized water, and extracted with ethyl acetate (3 x 50 mL). The

combined organic layers were washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution

(30 mL) and brine (30 mL), dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, and concentrated

in vacuo to afford the crude product as a white solid. Purification of the crude

material by flash chromatography (3:2 to 4:1 ethyl acetate/hexanes, visualized by

ninhydrin) afforded the product in good yield (360 mg, 70 %). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,

CD3OD, δ): 4.59 (1H, dd, J = 10.9, 9.2 Hz), 4.43 (1H, ddd, J = 9.0, 9.0, 1.8 Hz),

4.29 (1H, ddd, J = 10.5, 9.1, 6.5 Hz), 2.54 (1H, dddd, J = 12.3, 9.0, 6.7, 2.1 Hz),

2.26 (1H, dddd, J = 12.2, 10.7, 10.7, 9.2 Hz), 2.24 (2H, t, J = 7.7 Hz), 1.62 (2H,

p, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.40-1.25 (12H, m), 0.90 (3H, t, J = 6.9 Hz). 13C-NMR (100 MHz,

CD3OD, δ): 177.41, 176.33, 67.13, 49.86, 36.74, 33.02, 30.56, 30.43, 30.37, 30.17,

29.67, 26.76, 23.70, 14.40.

5.2.2.2 N -decanoyl-L-homoserine (C10h):

C10 (153.6 mg, 0.542 mmol, 1.00 equiv.) was dissolved in acetonitrile (7 mL) and

chilled to 0 ◦C in an ice-water bath. The solution was then treated with sodium

hydroxide (1 mL of 2.65 M in water, 2.65 mmol, 4.89 equiv.) and stirred at room

temperature overnight. The aqueous phase was diluted with 2 mL deionized water

and extracted with ethyl acetate (25 mL). The organic phase was extracted with

deionized water (2 x 25 mL). The combined organic phases were acidified to pH 1

with concentrated hydrochloric acid, forming a suspension, and quickly extracted

with ethyl acetate (3 x 20 mL). The combined organic phases were dried over
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anhydrous sodium sulfate and concentrated in vacuo by rotary evaporation to give

a white solid, which was further dried under house vacuum (130 mg, 88% Yield)

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, δ): 4.51 (1H, dd, J = 9.3, 4.6 Hz), 3.70-3.55 (2H,

m), 2.24 (2H, t, J = 7.4 Hz), 2.15-2.02 (1H, m), 1.91-1.79 (1H, m), 1.62 (2H, p,

J = 7.1 Hz), 1.40-1.22 (12H, m), 0.90 (3H, t, J = 6.5 Hz). 13C-NMR (100 MHz,

CD3OD, δ): 176.50, 175.62, 59.37, 50.92, 36.84, 35.34, 33.04, 30.59, 30.48, 30.41,

30.27, 26.92, 23.71, 14.42.

5.2.3 LC/MS Experiments

5.2.3.1 Method Description

Using the autosampler, an aliquot (10 µL) was injected into the column, being

exposed to a gradient of 80% water and 20% methanol, which linearly adjusted to

20% water and 80% methanol over the first 5 minutes. The gradient was held for

3 minutes and then immediately adjusted to the initial gradient. The gradient was

held at that level for the remaining 2 minutes of the 10 minute experiment. Mass

spectroscopy data, in both positive and negative modes, was collected along with

UV absorbance monitor at 255 nm.

5.2.3.2 Observing Retention Times of Relevant Species

Stock solutions of C10 (0.95 mM) and C10h (0.94 mM) were prepared by dis-

solving the species in HPLC grade methanol. The stock solutions were diluted

five-fold (19 µM) and an aliquot (1 mL) of each resulting solution was transferred

to a sample vial for LC/MS analysis following the method outlined above. To de-

termine whether the species could be resolved using the above method, an aliquot
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(100 µL) of C10 stock solution and an aliquot (20 µL) of C10h stock solution

were combined and diluted to 5 mL in a volumetric flask, then similarly analyzed.

5.2.3.3 AHL Hydrolysis Studies

Stock solutions of C10 (2.9 mM) and 6 as its zinc complex (18 mM) were prepared

in methanol. For control samples, an aliquot (100 µL) of C10 stock was transferred

to a 5 mL volumetric flask that had been charged with 10 mM HEPES buffer (4 mL,

pH 7.5) and methanol (150 µL), filled to the mark with 10 mM HEPES buffer, and

inverted. Samples containing the N -oxime zinc complex were prepared similarly by

transferring an aliquot (100 µL) of C10 stock to a 5 mL volumetric flask that had

been charged with 10 mM HEPES buffer (4 mL, pH 7.5) and an aliquot (150 µL)

of the methanolic catalyst solution. Flasks were labelled with the date and time

of their preparation and left at room temperature until analysis. For evaluating

relative abundance of C10, 1 mL of each sample was loaded onto a solid phase

extraction cartridge that had been pre-washed with methanol (1 mL) and water

(1 mL) in a solid phase extraction manifold. The cartridge was then washed with

an additional 1 mL of water to remove unwanted analytes. Analytes retained by

the cartridge were then eluted into sample vials with methanol (1 mL). Samples

were then analyzed by LC/MS following the method described above. Each sample

was analyzed in triplicate for statistical analysis. Signals for C10 were extracted

from the positive mode signal, integrated using the trapezoidal method. Average

areas along with standard deviations were computed for direct comparison between

treated and control samples. To ensure the veracity of the results, the hydrolysis

expeirment was performed in triplicate.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The first iteration of this project was considerably different from the work that

is presented throughout this dissertation. We had initially thought to synthesize

various CD derivatives that could emulate the conserved hydrogen bond interac-

tions that are used by the AHL cognate receptor proteins for molecular recognition

purposes. Upon having synthesized them, we intended to estimate their binding

constants with AHLs using previously established methods — some of which are

described in this dissertation — and, for promising CD derivatives, evaluate their

biological effects. At the outset of that project, though, we experienced difficulties

in reproducing results which encouraged us to identify conditions of AHL stability

that would allow us to choose or develop assays that could yield reliable results.

After we completed that study, we published our findings in hopes that it would

emphasize the importance of choosing appropriate AHL-centric assay conditions

and, more generally, prove useful to those in the Quorum Sensing community.118

We are happy to report that, at the writing of this dissertation, others have cited

the hydrolysis work and specifically mentioned the importance of pH with respect
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to AHL stability.119,120

With our collaboration being partly based in a Physical Organic Chemistry

laboratory, we were interested in how the association behavior of AHLs changed

upon hydrolysis, which led us into the host:guest chemistry that is described in

Chapter 3. Given preliminary studies that suggested that even short chain AHLs

form micelles — and prevented the use of indicator displacement methods to deter-

mine or estimate binding constants — we thought to evaluate the relative binding

strengths of AHLs and their hydrolysis products with β-CD using synthetic AHL

antagonists (SAHLAs). With respect to our question of interest, this work ulti-

mately revealed that AHLs bind preferentially with the macrocycle when compared

to their hydrolysis products. To us, this indicated that the macrocycle had a nat-

ural turnover cycle that could be leveraged in the context of an artificial enzyme.

That study’s purpose, though, was actually four-fold. Apart from (1) answering

our physical organic chemistry question about relative binding strengths, it also (2)

indicated that SAHLAs, which are poorly soluble, might be better solubilized by

CDs, (3) demonstrated that different QS intervention strategies, when combined,

could have enhanced if not synergistic anti-QS effects, and (4) provided at least

three substrates that could be used to screen for binding capabilities of CD deriva-

tives if anyone should choose to return to the prospect of making an AHL-receptor

inspired CD derivative. When this work was completed, it was shortly thereafter

published and, at the time of its publication, was the second instance in the liter-

ature of a macrocycle being used in combination with an AHL receptor antagonist

to reduce QS-mediated phenotypes.121 Given the success of our experiment and

those of Li et al.65, we anticipate that more combination therapy strategies will

emerge as tools in the arsenal against QS-regulated phenotypes.
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Our discovery that AHLs preferentially bind to β-CD over their hydrolysis

products indicated to us that the macrocycle had an inherent turnover cycle that

could be exploited in the design of an artificial lactonase. With that in mind,

we pursued the active catalytic moiety behind two successful artificial esterases

that were reported around the turn of the century.107 Through the dissection of

those catalyst, we quantified the rate acceleration of each component and, in one in-

stance, components in combination towards overall rate enhancement. This process

demonstrated how a catalytic species that demonstrates modest rate enhancement

(ca. 5X) can be slightly improved in the presence of macrocycle (ca. 10X) and ex-

ponentially improved when linked, covalently, to the macrocycle (ca. 22,600X).107.

This experiment pointed us towards designing an LC/MS-based assay to iden-

tify catalysts that would be worth pursuing further, by which we mean to say:

appending to the macrocycle’s scaffold to generate a candidate macrocycle-based

AHL lactonase. The active catalytic core of the esterases we considered, unfor-

tunately, did not demonstrate AHL hydrolysis rate enhancement. However, this

candidate is only one of a multitude of catalysts the could demonstrate efficacy.

In developing an assay to screen for efficacy, one obstacle has been removed from

that goal. Until such time as a macrocycle-based artificial AHL lactonase is gen-

erated, the potential of CDs with respect to QS inhibition remains unrealized —

and certainly worthy of pursuit.
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